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licr.llhiest climate,
tou wjul
here lit- j.lrasiiut breezes lil.iw.
Kick our crip for a farewell
trip.
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One sack potatoes 100 lbs
24 cans assorted fruits and vegetables'-

-

9

f

(glasses jelly jam etc 9 bottles' pickles etc 2
2
lbs rice 1 lb tapioca 2 lbs 1
"pkg rolled oats--items and
miscellaneous
coffee- -1 lb tea--- (i
f
LEFT
MONEY"
HAVE
,. SANTA KOfiA MERCANTILE CM 0M PA NY
Santa Rosa. New Mexi co.
t
instrumental in effecta
reconciliation
her
between
ing
and her former husband who had
been at one time his
business
partner.
he might be

Reading
Herlon Braley's
Daily Poem
Whenever 1 employ myself
In reading books and such,
I certainly enjoy mysell ;
Yes, very, vtry much.
From books ot every equality
;
I garner lun enough,
From those of sheer frivolity
Or those ot sterner stuff.
j

Snow in Montana;

Temperature Near
Freezing Tonight

REVIEW

....

Round-- f

up at Tucumcari Dog Guards Body
Of His Mistress,
Dies of his
A Flood Victim
Wounds
TtJCUMGARI, N M. Sept. 9.
I'liud Cobp, conttster in the
Roundup here, dio.i yesterday ot
gunshot wounds tired by another
Bill Vsught. He had
cowboy.
been shot the night before, Ke
bad accompanied Mrs. Fred Simmons, divorced, to ber room at a
.followed
local hotel.
Vaught
them. When he knocked ,on the
door Cobb opened it and Vaught
fired twice.
' In a
statement, Cobb declared
reflection should be cast
1:0
that
character ot Mrs. Simthe
upon
mons ar he had entered the hotel
room for a talk in the hope that

SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Sept
was faithful
A small pel
10
ly guaiding the body of its mis
tress, Mrs. J. D., Yasbmder, a
n
invalid, when it- was
found in a bed which had been
u
mum ill
hundred yards down
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Personal HiiiMwulniiS In And
ArounJ Cuervo.
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You get what you want when you want
it, and you will find it a journey
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If not, Htart'right, todpy with a
Mnall amount, and continue. o
deponit .your savings iu our bank

o

IS'

looks into the future; lie deposits
his Havings in the hank for use
when "rainy days" come.
.
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The Quality Store

D g W

ttle

only 15.
Five days before the liaby nrr.v-e- d
price.
Mrs. Poulnot' was in rried to
her second husband noi K i nj h tsi a
POSTS. giandl.ii ber by niauiaf in "J
ia,. R(K;(
(liiiudina anil Grandpa l'oulnot
believe thai the bennr they shnre

If you want a Stock tank
VVafion tank at a prewar
See Siiuta Rosa Merc. Co.

f2

N

out

Ii---

m

O

mys'if.

J.' L.

grandchild came well, I guess i;.
just tell like anv other new giuiul-'lliolhwould feel.'
Wanted to buy a second hand
Mrs.
Poulnot was man ied, iho
a
Iiufi
tone prelered.
Wagr.n,
1.1.
r
when she wan
lime
first
R.
J
Thomas
daitu liter, Mrs. Fianeis Rl c(!ulloii-g- h,
Los Tanos, N, M.
and motherol the g;r nmfchi 'd ,

US AND BE CONVINCED

,"

Mrs.

And when

Poster,

Sew

when you call on us-- an
advantage in
buying tli tt is seldom offered and va'uts
that jnolTer you a real achievement
in economy.

L

"The Bank of personal service'

Married at

"

1

N

Santa Rosa, New iWeliiGo.

Griindniii Only 28:'
GraiuJdd is 22: Girt

Mr. and Mrs, Jim Osborne iind
Th Public is hereby invited to
cliildernn were Cuervo
visitors
TAN PA, Pla., Sept. II. -- How
attend a special meeting at the
Saturday.
does it feel to be a grand mother at,
school house Huturday, Sept. lTth
the ago of 28?
lit 2:00 IV M.
Hamilton
I). W.
marketed
Let M rs. Ethel 1'oulin it, chilm p
bet. here Saturday.
Mrs. Millet State Director of
ion little griiriiluiollier, sp"iik for
Industrial Ai ts, has been asked to
Mrs, Ed Davis and cliildrei herself:
oe
" Mos', certainly
present; M rs. Adela D. Gal le- were Cuervo visitors Tuesiav.
am proud.
ot
When my daughter's little luby
gos, County" Superintendent
Schools, will be present; and
VVnlter V'ancickle
nnd
Miss girl was born it was the InipiiiiHt
also other interesting people.
Oilie Harris visited at Billio Ben monient of my life.
"Race suicide? Not in inyhunily
ton 'a Sunday, Mrs. W. F Denton
1 have
always bet n a lovir ol i'iv;
them
to
Ihe Rock
iiccoiupanied
have three ol ber 'ibil-drefami'lies.
Islund Hotsd fur a several

lour.)

We want to make you acquaintance.

OF

Jim Ferguson nnd family spen.j
Saturday night with E. Ci. Verei.'
and family.

John Woodwar'J
sent us a
fine stalk of cane a "sample" 61 'his
cane crop winch measured eleven
and a half ft et
length.

:

BtiNi

yesterday.

f T'.ie Corkinuinl

A

MATi&NAL

PERSONAL"
ITEMS.

li AMD I

(lays

Tjiis Bank especially appreciates the '
young man's account. It has studied
yur needs, and is in a posit ior. to lender
every service to safeguard your interest.

FiRST

Mr. and Mrs. Coweth w!in have
been vsiitmg Mr, ami Mr, Millie
Doutou for Several dayh, returned
to their home nt Coree,
Texas,

ATTENTION.

u,

(Continued
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'

worth' your while to a veritable
''ECONOMY LAND"

TO THE YOUNG TiUSIN ESS MAN
Your business career starts the day you
cpen your bank account; yon .may now
rub shoulders with 'men wliu do things

;sUCCESS-PU-

k

When the little uroup of women
must awake to the needs ot our
Cuervo children, net out last week
to clean and repair our school
buildings, and to have the full
program of woik laid down in
the State Course of Study, instead
ot the limited course) heretofore
fjiv-taught in our school they
were warned that they couldn't
their purpose. in
accomplish

stream.
The dog refused to budge until
the fiody w.'is moved. A pet-- cat
belonging to the woman v, as also
found alve 011 the bed.
1

;

--

bed-ridde-

Mr. Robt ton and family of
Durai), are visiting Homa Robertson 'ul wife of this place.

make your purchase AT OUR STOKC.
STOCK AND THK PR1CICS

1

Community Spirit

Shot at

not

WE MAKE ARE DKClDliDLY BEYOND

-

Man

do

TIlEOUALrrY0l' OUR

P

HELENA, Mont. Sept.; 9.
With raia or snow in many parts
But I shall never sense again
lot the state and unreasonably low
:Tliat magic thrill, ir.deed,
temperatures, Montana, today is
Nor know tho bliss intense again
the first autumnal storm
That came when moilicr'd read having
of the year. Colder tonight with
Of orges huge and thuntlerful,
incorporates
Riding
the Mercury near freezing is' the
And princesses and kinys,
to njanufaciure, use apd fell electSterr'
Riding
weather bureau's forecast for the
And princes brave and wonderful,
Calf- Ropeing
ricity gas mid ice.
state.
And fairy queens with wings!
m this vicinity
Morinriiy--CrnpOat Ropemg
ot
Helena with .60 of an inch
recent bail
5,000
damaged
Steer Breakaway
Amid the books I'm treasuring
a minimum
and
precipitation
atorms.
Race
Novelty
I love to loaf and browse,
temperature of 34' degrees, was
Horse Kaceing
Clovis-Sin- ce
Jan'. 1st, $130 000
,..
in
Mi
that gentle pleasuring
But
the wjetteDt and coldest place
Sack Race
been shipped
have
ot
1 never can arouse
worth
hogs
Montana for the f!4 hqurs period
Dance both days and niiihts, all from here.
.
That Joy iu grim or merry t ilesj
.ending at, six o'clock this morning Cowboys como and take
'
part.
Silver City Bolieniian Mining
h ch once I need to know,
the weather bureau reported.
Co.
In listening to fairy tales
ships five cars 'cf ore Irom
The RockieB near Helena and
Chloride flat.
Some thirty years ago!
the
'.he foothills were white. In
forenoon snow Tell iu the valley
lure.

you

23

ARE LOSING

YOU

every time

.

hn,l(. Mivntnf

COMPETITION.
acific coast, interests to drill three wi lls here.
Curry count v this year raises THE SAViNU you make 011 purchase will repay you in m ikmj;
the largest crop ct corn, niai.e
the trip, even a LONG DISTANCE, j
and kaflir in its history.
"Kciiieiiiber the cl:Ue ol tho Chautauqua, which will I9 in Snaia
Hopp-m;"- )
cars of apples ringed
1
the 16th, iJtb, and 9th of July."
K'qkuoii
litre bring growers $75,000.
OlSIi BROS. COMPAN1
Alamogordo Odd Fello,vs pur-SANTA UCISA. N. MI5X.
chase site for lodge 'mul ling.
Co.
Mentosa
Shhep
Magdalena
ships ljl',000 pounds of wool from
A committee will
here.
J. Holbrook, J. L, Poster mu
report on what
facUeming-Hond- oe
has been done toward a 'permancanning
A. C. Cain had business in (Mill
ent organisation ot a club made first of the week.
tory opens with 60 employs.
to start in up ot the teachers of the school,
Las Cruccs--Yor'
Mrs. IVUry McAbster
vii.ill
September on tMH.OOO paving the patrons and parents, the
Monsmir-- at Garita, SunMrs.
and everyone interschool
hoard,
program.
Hatch-Proper- ty
loss here fron. ested in the upbuilding and wel- day,
fare of Hie school, another will
Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
UdineM,
flood estimated at l!!fj,000.
on the physical condition and Mrs. Esther North craft of
report
Albuquet que Building perniiic
ot the school aud
grounds: and a Ciarita, left Monday for Missouri,
formits lor first three weeks of
third committee will report on to attend the funeral of the latter
total
8:18,000.
August
Pinon nut crop ot what has been learned 'concerning son, Ployd Hoover, whose body
Gallup.-Ththe state tliist year is valued at the posmhility and .advisability ol has been shipped from K ranee tu
putting in
sewing, cooking, the family burying gruuuds ii.
$50,000.
school gardening, and other prac- Missouri.
Gallup-MidweRefining Co.
tical and enteresiing work in con1
50,000 in drilling
plans to apeil
R. and John Jones helped
.
nection with the regular
state
a car o! coal for Bond 6
ojiprations near Shiprock,
to
unlopd
course.
commission's
State
highway
of the week.
first
to
Wiest
N.
M..
'promises
Garita,
Kvery one is urged to bo
of
all Roundup visitors two days of plans call lor the construction
s,
L. C. Gibbons market h.1
o highways.
solid amusement, Sept. 30th and 3,0()0 miles
aud
cantaloupes
Roswell-Rosw- eli
Public SerOct. 1st.
here Monday.
for
vice
$515,000
Co.
Wild Mule
Holbrook---

SAN ANTON It), Texas, Sept.
12.
Recovery today of the bodies
of a man and woman noth umden .
tified, brought the newspaper
known death list the Saturday
flood to 49.
As
total of $17,478 had been
subset ibed today by citizens ot
San Antonio toward a goal of
22,000 lor relieving the distress
of those who lost possessions in
the flood.
Property damage wai. fixed at
not more than - $8,000,000 111
statement by C. li. Kandell, general manager of the chamber of
list
commerce, while the death
was still uncertain, some estimates running as high as 100 dead including the 4tj bodies recovered.
Train service in and out ol the
city, was approaching normal today, numerous small washouts on
various hues have been repaired.

Roundup at Garita

(livening

No

16, 1921.

25

3

We

MEXICO.'.

WEEKLY INDUSTRIAL
Recovered in San
49 Bodies
Antouio; Heavy Lobs Elsewhere

.

One sack Beet Sugar 100 lbs
Flour 98 lbs
Two

:

Texas Flood Toll
Will Be Around 100

1921

"HE Clipper' rirculmioo exu-- n
aver the ('. S. from ocean ti on-.and iHonltrnut' dullnr per yisnriii atJvou
l iJ
Clipper d Hiinj! You liuninnnn
ONE hu.1 SEK! l.KT US DO V(l,

Clipper.

Cuervo, Guadalupe County, New Mexico, Friday, September

14.

r.uu tor
One sackTW lbs Beet Scgar
Two " Flonr 9S lbs
One aok potatoes 100 lbs
WHAT YOU CAN GET NOW IN

wha:v.iiUU

lie

'I

WeJreSureYduWillHeverRlgrejIt.

THE CUEEVO CLIPPER.
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SOMETHING TO
THINK ABOUT

LYRICS OF LIFE

JlANNKkS.

says that you con
AWISK
I how civilized
rfople are by
(lie way Hint they behave In the
street. Ho iiiIiIh that If u mull Is considerate of IiIh neighbor it shows Unit
he lius a proper respect for himself.
If h French pennant brushes against
Kirn nt;er 1ft the street or on tin)
runil, he toadies his hut In apology.
Thin sensitiveness to the rights of oth-it- s
In imt found everywhere else in
I111M1111

J

HIS makes the songs of night 80
sweet :
They are not here before your

ftvt

Hut over yonder; over
You hear the evening

anything."
If a mnn may be Insolent, selfish
or tmchlviilroiiN without running uny
personal risk, there Is a chance that
be may go through life like a bull In
a china shop.
Hut when everybody attended to his
own ((mirrels, It was overdone, and
fulse standards of "honor" were set
lip as in the case of dueling customs
of certain European armies.
the world.
It Is probably better to rely on the
Iu fact, the tendency to hustle and
and the law when we sufpoliceman
hustle, to push others out of the way,
fer an Injury.
liun been growing of lute nearly every- here.

Ilesldes, the law does not bother
about trifles, such as somebody's feelings. Actual Injury must be shown.
(lood manners may be a trifle. Hut
they have a lot to do with happiness.
And happiness is no trifle.

We must tear down the selfish wall;
Our song must be a con.rade call.
Alone no happiness Is had
Kuch day will be Increasing glad
If something to the Joy we add
Of all.

effeet imi

a Name?"

tme ItihUtory: mnn
derived; ilRnificancf
your luiky day ind lucky Jewel,
ilSout your
whence It was

OOOI) old lllhlienl slock Is Ite- Ih
which
translated
cord." It Is said to come
Hebrew word rubiik at least

"Moom--

a

the

origin

of

the

first

which serum to have
been coined especially to he bestowed
upon the wife of Isaac, of lllhlienl
mime

fame.

The Itchocens of the world should
excellent wives, since the word
Itlbka, a Inter rendition of rabak,
which means a cord with a noose, Is
given to convey the firmness of the
nuirrliiKe curd. The Noptuuglnt and
the Latin both give evidence of the
name Hebocni In very early times. Another version, mild to be the nuihor-lw(me, makes her Itebekah, This
latter form seems to be the one affected toduy by every young miss who
Is railed hy the iianie of the good old
lllhlienl heroine.
Despite the religious significance
which history has. (tlven to the nnine,
ltehcccii lins been a ureal favorite
with writers, who have employed her
In more or less frivolous romances.
Two Heheccns who will never be forgotten hy present day renders are (tu
make

d

MOTHER'S

j

,

Th
fouiiiliitlnn of pilurnllon rnnslsts In
(rHlnlnir a ihlld to work, to love work,
lo (tut llt energy of hid entire helnic Into
work; to do thut work whtcti ilevelopa
hlR tiudy, nilnil nod soul; lo do Ihttt work
inuMt
neeiU'd 1'ur tho ulevallon of man-lin1'urltui',

SEASONABLE SUGGESTIONS.
Is

the time for the thrifty
to gather

her stores

for winter, l'lckles of various
kinds limy tie put up a few at a time
without

too

much

id'

)

biii'dcn to the

cook.

Cucumber Plcklea.
Take one (jnllon of vinegar, one
hiiiii(1 of good tiitixtnrd, one cupful of
suit, onehalf cupful of sugar, mix
well and mid the fresh cucumbers
each day as they are picked fresh
from the vines. Cover and put away
for winter use. Mixed spices and an
onion or two limy be added for flavor-lug- ,

if

desired.

Watermelon Marble.

Cut

out with a potato scoop from
the o liter of a firm but ripe watermelon enough pink hulls to till 11 quurt
can.
rrepiire a heavy sirup, adding a
lice or two of lemon mid a piece of
ginger root, drop In the melon mitr-ble- s

and cook until well scalded.
I nop the halls Into n can and pour
over the sirup and seal. These are
delicious preserves to use as pudding
garnlKli or for Ice creams.

Tomato Preaerves.
Make a sirup of one half pound of
Uigur nnd one Jenion, Juice and rind
and tuiounh water to dissolve the
sugar. Add one pound of tomatoes
ol until well M'uldud through,
and
Yellow

anything it mean?
they want them
to stop it.
It 1;
a slung expression
and slang, I be-

lieve, Is a way
people have who
are not very fussy

Not So Alluring.

Critic Hrunder Mathews said at

that

Columbia tea :
rather than detail,
"Suggestion,
makes t lie most vivid picture. Detail,
Indeed, may spoil a picture completely.
"A preacher was describing heaven
lo a widow whose husband had just
He said that the separation of
died.
dear ones was not for long, and then
with elaborate detail he pointed the
happiness of those whom death reunited in I'nrudise.
"When the preacher stopped for
breath t lie widow observed thoughtfully:
" 'Well, I
suppose his tirst wife has
got him again, then.' "

is

Mr.

Insect

Mnn,

pray

Mr.

Fly

J'

te Wounded

"Hecky" Sharp of Thackeray's: Immor- iJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiimimiiiiiiii'i
tal "Vanity fair," mid the charmingTHE GIRL ON THE JOB
ly quaint little "Hehecca of Sunny-brooHow to Succeed
Kami," which Is endeared to the
How to Get
E
Ahead How to Make Good
hearts of American ndmlrers of Kate
5
Pouglus Wlggln.
1
JESSIE
ROBERTS
By
The bloodstone Is Kohocoa's
It has the power to guard ?fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiin
gem,
Ms wearer from all dangers and prePUBLICITY WORK.
serve her bodily health, and secure
her consideration nnd respect. MoreANY women are making s sue
over, It Is said to guard her from decess In publicity work, and it is
ception, especially of her lover. Suna growing opportunity, .
day Is her lucky day and six her lucky
You do not need to know bow to
number, The violet, signifying modwrite yourself. What you require Is
esty, Is her (lower.
the ability to get things Into print, to
(Copyright.)
know where to go for results, to handle the sort of material people are
glad to hear and willing to pay for.
One way is to begin on speculation,
(let something that wunts publicity,
and find your medium, and, if neces4 sary, your collaborator.
When you
the publicity you take the result
skim out the tonuiloes and boil down get
to the linn who wanted It nnd are
the sirup until quite thick. The lemon
the promised check.
You may
given
rlml should he cooked In water until
have to divide this up, but It's a begintender, the water used to add to the
ning.
sugar.'
"1 began In a very small w
ay," I was
Preserved Citron.
told by a young woman who has just
I'eel, cut In pieces, remove seeds as much work as
she cun handle,
and cut in dice a citron melon ; add ".lust went
about doing li tie jobs,
one lemon cut in thin slices, seeds
getting something in here another bit
carefully removed. Cook the melon there. I used to sit
up nights thinking
11ml lemon until tender In clear
water, of
to exploit whatever
lirnin and cover the fruit with augur. It originalbe ways
I bad on hand, and I got
might
Take the melon liquor, add sugar to all sorts of
people to work with mo
make
heavy sirup and when thick on spec.
Presently It began lo pay,
add the melon cubes, ('mi boiling work
In. I got to know
kept on
hot. This makes a fine garnish or a lot of usefulcoining
and now.
people,
conserve to lie used In various ways.
"And there's no better fun on
Copyrlltht, 1J1, W'Mtsrn Newspaper Tnlon.
earth," concluded my young friend.
"It Is work full of variety, full 0f huWorth the Price.
I have a
.1 till Tunklns
partner now,
says he never hesitates man nature.
to lend
umbrella, because It's worth and she and I are both busy everv
nnd
we
love
it. Also, we are
the loss of the umbrella to get rbi of minute,
laying up a nice little nest egg for
a false friend.
the future, when we mean to be able
o
to travel and see the world and be as
Idle as old people should be."
THE CHEERFUL
k

I

talls-nianl- c

I

M

X

tA

V,

-

1111

CHfM

Altrwtfk life often

I

puzzles
wont v&.ste tirrse.

cortpl.iTirg,

I Kt.ve. tkoae
TKvt never
need

explanin$

ft

a

CATARRHAL DEAFNESS
Is greatly relieved by constitutional treatment
HALL'S CATARRH MKtllCINH
Is a constitutional remedy.
Catarrhal
Deafness is caused by an - inflamed condition of the mucous lining- of the Eustachian Tube. When thlB tube is Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect
hearing, and when It Is entirety dosed.
Deafness Is the result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced, your hearing
DDtr r.riu-i,TiT,(,.n,,nl. V.a
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system, thus reducing the Inflammation and
assisting Nature in restoring normal con-

leave

ditions.
Circulars free. All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
vertisement

leave
choicest small flies
Mnn, kindly

Ohio.

Ad-

joyfu1-Fetlir5-

s

(Copyright.
O

)

Aircraft Garage.
The old Joke of asking aviators :
"Where Is your garage?" has become
pusse with the establishment near London, Kngland, of a bona title aircraft
garage intended for the use of aerial
tourists and private (dune owners. The
company's announcement
says: "A
stair of highly skilled mechanics under
fully qualltled ground engineers.
and oil supplies. Overhauls, modifications and repairs promptly executed."
Ve-tr-

Better Retire.
"I'm discouraged and tired of life."
declared the head of the family.
"Why so despondent?" asked bis

Canon City,
says: "Kidney
on when
came
trouble
I was working In a
field and I couldn't go
because of the weak
ness In my back.
When I worked in the
sun I became weak
and nervous.
Sharp
catches darted across,
the small of my Bhoul-- '
dera. Doan'a Kidney
Pills gave me quick
Ave.,
Colo.,

B.

relief."

Get Doaa't at Any

Stm, 60c a Boi

DOAN'SV
FOSTER. M1LBURN CO., BUFFALO, N.

Y.

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

and Keeps it Clear
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 mi

SOc,

Talcum 25c.

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and dov. ' icarted. To
bring back the sunshine take

COLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for over
200 years; it is an enemy of all pains resulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for tho nima Gold Medal on every box
ad accept no imitation

The Difference.
Ash well's part in "Mrs.
Dune's Defense" was one night taken
In the audience
by tin understudy.
was a warm admirer of Miss Ashvvell,
who wept bitterly as the piece continued. "It is lucky for you Miss
isn't playing," said 'her friend.
"If this moves you so much, you
wouldn't be able to stand that." "Miss
Ashwell not playing?" said the admirer, and at once began to dry her
'.ears with a resentful expression.

friend.

Ash-tvu-

"Well," said Master Wood Thrush,
"Statistics."
"do they leave these things for you?"
"Statistics? What's that got to do
"if they get caught they do," said
with It?"
William Wood Thrush.
"Yes;
say that fhe hours of
"What do you mean when you say work a IheyIs
enough to supply each
day
that you thank them In advance?"
member of the community with a
asked Master Wood Thrush.
provided the work be equally
"I mean that I thank them before shared
Perfectly Healthy.
by nil.
"Is this son yon speak of adothey do anything like Hint because
"Well, I'm the only one In five In lescent?"
then I hope they will do It: It rather
my family that labors. So, If statis"No; he's as healthy as any hoy yon
cheers them up to be thanked ahead tics are true, to support the crow d I've
ever saw."
of time like that."
got to work 25 hours a day."
"And why do yon say that you reLife never rises any higher than the
main very truly theirs?" asked Master
Evolution of a Name.
belief. The man who believes wrong
Wood Thrush.
"I thought your wife's name was "111 behave
wrong.
said William
Wood Elizabeth?"
"Because,"
"So It Is."
Thrush, "I like to follow the usual
correct forms of writing.
"Then why do you call her l'eggy?"
"Short for I'egasa."
"To he sure I will never he theirs,
but they will be mine, I hope. Still,
"What has that got to do with It?"
It Is the correct way of ending off a
"Why, I'egasa Is feminine for Peganote. I might, of course, end it off sus."
"Well?"
hy saying 'Affectionately yours,' hut
Is an immortal
then that wouldn't be right, for I'm
"Well, Pegasus
not affectionately theirs.
steed."
"What of that?"
"I feel an affection for them be"Kb
Not so loud,
She's In the
cause I enjoy eating them, but (hey
You see, an Immortal
don't feel an affection for nie, to be next room.
steed Is an everlasting nag, and there
sure.
"I like to have my nest near the you are!"
ground. It's a tine nest of mud and
Correct English.
leaves nnd grass. And when the little
A .Franklin mother bad been teacheggs hatch out they are
son correct Engsoon like us.
They wear brownish ing her
suits with Just a shade of reddish lish and told him he must never say
brown about them and they soon wear "ain't."
One day, while eating bis dinner, he
handsome white waistcoats with smart
stopped abruptly nnd said:
black spots.
"Mother,
yon mustn't ever say
"Oh, yes, we don't cull out 'quit' to
each other when we are singing, but, 'ain't,' foi It's a naughty word."
"Yes," mid mother, "you nre right,
we
urge
rather,
Robert, but what shall I say?"
ench other to keep
He looked puzzled and then his face
We
on singing.
lighted up and he replied:
love to sing nnd
"Why, mother, you must say 'sense
we are quite fame,"'
meaning "excuse me." Indianmous
our
for
apolis News.
songs.
"Most of the
Personal Exemption.
great Thrush famMrs. Henpeck
Hereafter, bring
about
ily
me your pay envelope as it is bunded
singing every bit
There's a shortage
you, unbroken.
as much, If not
Once you've
here. Explain.
more, than folks
enjoyed the
Mr. Henpeck (bravely) I took out
care to have us
cur
toasted flavor
and
lunch
which
fare
my
money,
slug.
under the Income tax law I Interpret
"O u r cousins,
you will alas my personal exemption. New York
the Veery family
ways want it
Sun.
or Wilson Thrush
family, look someWhy would tire average man rather
thing like us, but "Let Ua Sing."
be charged with malice than with makdon't wear
they
so many spots on their waistcoats and ing a blunder?
our suits are a little darker. They
National progress Is the sum of ln
are very fond of swamps.
W. N. U , DENVER, NO."
"There are more members to that dividual industry and energy.
family than to ours, and they are not
quite such famous songsters.
They
build their nests right on the ground
Instead of a little above the ground as
"My fair face was my fortune once
we do.
But ev'rybody knows
"Hut let us sing, for we nre being
asked to sing by ome of our Wood
That since that box of 'Faultless' came.
Thrush cousins In the other trees."
My fortune'! in my clothe.'
And so they sang their lovely, clear
!

blue-gree-

three-year-ol- d

ItsW
toasted

TO seal
the
delicious
Burley
flavor

care,

Bongs.

Didn't Show Hit Hand.
Smull Boy What's the use of wash-lumy hands before I go to school,
mother? I'm notxone of those who are
always rnlsius them. Cartoons.
g

And Usually Does.
The woman who tries to conceal her
age Is old enough to know better.
Cartoons Mugazlne.

Colorado Case

Miss Lena

llv-lu-

l

NOV

quit

nnd when a person tells another
to
lerson
quit

me some of your
as I'm having a dinner party this evening and I want the choicest of small
flies. Thanking you In advance, I remain, very truly yours, William Wood
Thrush. "

beccn,

tfie
ui
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'"Dear

ui:hi:cca.

that

each
other. You know

severnl
dozen insects this morning.
Yours truly, William Wood Thrush."
"And then, when I write to the Fly
Man, I usually write:

Farrt

from

talk to

'"Quit,

1i

"'Dear

By MILDRED MARSHALL

a

Warning! Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Eayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain.
Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Monoacetlcacldester
of Sallcycacld.
Advertisement.

self William Wood Thrush because I
think it sounds rather fine.
"It looks very well, too, when I
write my name."
"When do you write your name?"
asked Master Wood Thrush.
"Oh, often," said William
Wood
Thrush, "when I want to leave a note
about the marketing.
"Yes, if I'm going out and want to
leave word to tell the Insect Man and
the Kly Man to stop, I write a note
on the hark of the tree and I write
something like this:

my

wild
Western "movies"
politeness and "guns" go together and,

tngj

A

have
you.

T. N. Wood, gardener, 416 W. Douglass

what we mean, so you
can see that the birds aren't really
using slang at all, and especially the
wood thrushes aren't using slang.

nimuier.

"What's in

Doan's
helped thousands and should help
Ask your neighbor!

"My name Is really Wood Thrush.
That Is my family name. I cull my-

K.dri

5.

Doan't Kidney Pills.

saying:

Yes,

tlie

In

'5

be

THRUSH.

about their talking or about the words they use
"Hut when we say 'quit' we do not
mean to tell each other to
stop, but
we mean to tell each other to
keep on.

SCHOOL DAYS
w

-

they hear ui

"Write a Note."

(Copyrlgnt.)

A.,

backache keeping you miserable?
you "all played out," without
strength or vigor for your work? Then
find what is causing the trouble and
correct it. Likely, it's your kidneys!
You have probably been working too
hard and neglecting rest and exercise.
Your kidneys have slowed up and poisons have accumulated. That, then, is
the cause of the backache, headaches,
dizziness and bladder irregularities. Use

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

we sound Just a a
though we were

ft

miino-thin-
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Is

Are

"It seems strange to uiuny people,
said William Wood Thrush, "when
they hear out
and when
song

1

star.

(Copyright.)
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And so In life, the pleasures there
Are greatest common everywhere.
We ask so much for our own ease,
We seek so much so much to please,
Yet Hud our greatest Joys In these
We share.

On the other hand, It Is pointed out
Kranlicu and the like that the
a cannon that It takes many
to load.

the good old dnys when everybody
carried some sort of weapon and was
ready to use It, If offended.
Undoubtedly a man with a sword
who was not Inclined to fight would
lie careful limit knocking against
who nun similarly armed.
The Chinese huve a proverb thut
"The feur of death Is the beginning
of discipline."
If thin Is true, there must he
lti tho theory that when people
gnvo up vveurlng rapiers nnd pistols,
and carelthey liecome wmllHi'lplliieil
ess.
In the same way. though the use of
a nim tended to cheapen hiininn life and
In encourago bragging and bullying,
dueling: and brawling, It at su bud an

s

The unseen singers sweeter far
Than caged companions always are:
They do not slug for you, for me,
They sing for all humanity
They ure a part of grass, of tree,

Mr.
Gilbert Kmnhcu, the novella), Is no by
law Is
had
Irritated by what he call the
manner of tli
that he regrets mouths
Uuy

hills

Their notes melodious, their trills,
ltepeiit.

Of
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ns a row Is nettled offhand, without
waiting for the sheriff with his star,
everybody Is very careful not to "start

Why That Bad Back?

BOMER
yARY GRAHAM
tiltr

THE JOYS WE SHARE.
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Fairy Tale

By DOUGLAS MALLOCH

By F. A. Walker

(OOI)
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THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
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Contains Seven Cozy Rooms and
Sun Parlor.

fireplace that burns. This room Is 15
by 1$ feet 6 Inches, an Ideal gathering place for the family. Ou the other
side of the reception hall Is the dining room directly In back of the sun
parlor. Tlie dining room Is 12 by 14
feet, well lighted by double and triple
windows nntl
conveniently located
with reference to the kitchen. This
and
room
is small
compact and
deequipped with modern
lahor-saWn-

vice.
The

extends along the
front of the house, Is 7 feet wide.
It tins a solid concrete platform.
EXTERIOR VERY ATTRACTIVE
I'psttiirs are the sleeping rooms and
bathroom. There are four bedrooms
hall, each
Home It Admirably Adapted to the grouped about a central
bedroom having a closet. In addition
Family of Fair Size Designed
there are two small alcoves which
With Idea of Comfort Uppermost in Mind.

GENUINE

Bull"
DURHAM
flood cigarettes for

10c

We want you to have the
beet paper tor "BULL."
So now you can receive
with each package a book
of 24 leaves ol K1U-t- he

very finest cigarette
paper in the world.

porch, w hich

rr'L.

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford
will answer
questions and give advice FKEK OK
COST on all Bubjects pertaining
to the
subjeot of building, for the readers ol tills
paper. On account jf his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is, without doubt, I lie highest uuthortty
on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Kadford, No. 1IC7 I'ralrie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only inclose
two-ce- nt
stamp for reply.
A year ago people were interested
in automobiles,
silk shirts, theaters,
and luxuries. "Easy come, easy go"
was the spirit that guided their actions. They did not think of the mote
substantial things of life and paid the
price of their
pleasures

tobacco makes 50
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Dustless Highways Increase.
The rapidity with which the American people are turning to the dustless
highway is shown iu figures recently
compiled from reports to the United
States hurenu of mines. The figures
show that in the Inst eight years
B.OOO.CXHl tons of asphalt and asphaltlc
materials have gone Into American
highways a quantity sufficient for
B0.0(K miles of roads and streets. The
asphultic treated highways In the
United States. If connected In one
great roadway It? feet wide, would
twice circle the globe.

Not From His Viewpoint.
"This town Is noted for Its beautiful
women."
"Aw, g'wan ! I'm the Ice man !"

Ideals are never attained, bemuse
ideals are impossibilities, this being a
human world.
girls should think twice
before they begin to net.
Stage-struc-

i

Relief
Bell-an- s

Hot

water

Sure Relief
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FOR INDIGESTION

Fix Your Ford Brake
If your Ford shakes and rattles when you
work the brake, have your dealer install

ADVANCE

'
t

CORF.

Ansm, Chlcso

Western Canada
Land of Prosperity

offers to home seekers opportunities that can
not be secured elsewhere. I ne thousands or
farmers from the United States who have
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
vKtK homesteads or buy tarm land in her
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
crops. There is still available on easy terms

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre
Isnd similar to that which through many

years haa yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and
flax also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle,
sheep and hogs is equally
Hundreds of farmers in Western
profitable.
Canada have raised crops in s single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
With such success comes prosperity, independence, good homes and all the comforts and
conveniences which make life worth living.

Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying

are sources of Income second only to grain
Crowing and stock: raising. Attractive
climate, good neighbors, churches and
schools, good markets, railroad facilities,
rural telephone, etc
For certificate entitling yon to r
duced railway ralea, illustrated litera
ture, maps, description or farm oppo;
Minifies in Manitoba, Saskatchewan,
.asT-LAiDena ana oruiu coiuudis, etc..
wnis
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How

"Uncle Joe" Camion's
long-lowith which lie controlled t lie
celebrated Republican deadlock convention of UHM bus been found, mid
now reposes in lbe Slate Historical
llhiarj, appropriately marked, lbe Illinois Stale Journal says.
All tlie.se years
l has been in the
possession of Mrs. Chillies M. Tinney
uiiti ll was by her given .to Mis. Weber, librarian of that library.
This Is the story of the gavel:
When "Uncle Joe" was elected chairman of the convention he was without
a gavel. There was none available.
One was needed at once.
Mr. Tinney had been elected sergeant
at arms of the convention and It was
his duty to secure a gavel.
In the rear of the arsenal be found
a gun wiper.
It was of straight,
tough walnut with a small knob ou one
end.
The handle was cut to the right
length and with this Instrument Mr.
Cannon maintained order.
it was an
thing for such
a purpose and, as the convention became more and more historical, collectors coveted It and many a plan was
laid to grab It at the end of the
Mr. Cannon himself was determined
to keep It as a souvenir.
.lames A.
Itose, then secretary of state, was
a collector of gavels, and he wanted it.
The last night of the convention was
rainy. Mr. and Mrs. Tinney carried
an umbrella with them when they went
to the arsenal, and It was given into
her keeping while Mr. Tinney performed his duties.
When the lust hour urrlved and It
was known the convention would soon
adjourn sine tlie, Mr. Tinney sent for
the umbrella, saying he was tired
and w ished It to lean on.
His duty required him to stand by
the chairman's side ami assist him In
whatever was dune.
Mr. Tinney enrelessly held the umbrella next to the speaker's table.
"Uncle Joe" lifted bis arm with tlie
gavel In his hand anil brought It down
n
with a whack as he declared the
adjourned, lie left the gavel
on the table for a second,
tine end
projected over the edge In such a manner that one little movement of Mr.
Tinney's hand precipitated it Into tlie
loose folds of the umbrella.
A dozen hands
had been extended
toward the table to grab it, but It was
"Uncle Joe" looked around
not there.

They

Have Been Endured and

Lydia

E.

Pinkham's

How Overcome

Vegetable

by

Compound

Experience of a Providence Woman

gavel

home-owner-

-

it's free.

W. V. BENNETT
Ream 4. Bss Building
Omaha, Ntk.

Historical Library the Proud Possessor of Relic of Famous Republican Convention of 1904.

A HOUSEWIFE

I."

I took Lydia
Vegetable- Compound
and
backache.
for a female trouble
Ubefcan justafter my baby was born,
and I did the best I could about getting my work done, but I had awful
bearing-dow- n
pains so I could not
stand on my feet 1 read in the papers
about Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound and the good it was doing
other women, and I have trot dandy
results from it and will always recYou can use these facts
ommend
as testimonial if you wish." Mrs.
Herbert L. Cassen, 18 Meni Court,
Providence, R. I.

Providence, R.

E. Pinkham's

it

for three years
could hardly keep about and
do her housework she was ho ill.
Made well by Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound i

Ohio woman

''For about threeyears

Fayette, ().

I was very nervous and had backache,
uains, could
sideache, dragging-dow- n

not sleep at night, and hau no appe
tite. At time I could hardly do my housework. I got medicine from the
doctor but it did not help me. I saw Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
advertised in a newspaper and took it with good results, and am now able to
do my housework. 1 recommend your medicine to my friends and you may
Mrs. Chester A. Ball, R. 15, Fayette, Ohio.
publish my testimonial."

An Illinois woman relates her experience

t

Bloomington, 111- .-" I was never very strong and female trouble kept ma
so weak 1 had no interest in my housework. I had such a backache I could
not cook a meal or sweep a room without raging with pain. Rubbing my
back with alcohol sometimes eased the pain for a few hours, but did not stop
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and six bottles of it
it I heard
have mads me as strong and healthy as any woman ; and I give my thanks to
it for my health." Mrs. J.A.McQuitty, 610 W.Walnut St, Bloomington, III.
The conditions described by Mrs. Cassen, Mr. Ball, and Mrs. McQuitty will
appeal to many women who struggle on with their daily tasks in just such
fact, it is said that the tragedy in the livesof some women is almost
beyond belief. Dayin and day out they slave in their homes fortheir families
and beside the daily routine of housework, often make clothes for themselves and for their children, or work in their gardens, all the while suffering
from those awful bearing-dow- n
pains, backache, headaches, nervousness, the
blues, and troubles which sap the very foundation of life until there comes a
time when nature gives out and an operation seems inevitable. If such
women would only profit by the experience ot these three women, and remember that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the natural restorative
far such conditions it may save them years of suffering and unhBppiness.
There is hardly a neighborhood In'any town or hamlet In the United States
wherein some woman does not reside who has been restored to heal th by this
famous medicine. Therefore ask your neighbor, and you will find in a great
it.
many cases that at some time or other she, too, has been benefited by takingroot
and will recommend it to you. For more than forty years this
and herb medicine hasbeen restoring suffering women to health and strength.

upon "Aliments PecuLydia V,. Pinkham's Private
liar to Women" will be sent to you free upon request. AVrlte
Text-Moo-

k

to The Lydia K. Pinkliuni Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
Tills book contains valuable information.

CAR

DRIVING

HARD ON FEET

WHY JOHN WAS NOT SMOKING

'Jse of Accelerator Causes "Short Probably the Wildest Idea of His
Clubmates Would Have Been
Circuit" of Pedal Nerves or "Motor
Wide of the Mark.
Foot," It Is Said.

When car owners return
to' (lick It up and found It missing. ton er vacation many of fromjliolr
them reThe choice Ciinnonlan profanity failed
A new summer epiturn limping.
to uncover Us hiding place.
demic Is at large In lbe ranks of vacaConcealed In the umbrella the gavel tionists.
their money like drunken sailors a to the stability of the. nation uud help traveled to the Tinney apartment and
The new ailment has been given the
But with the re- to alleviate some of the unrest which In Mrs. Tinney's possession it has re
short time ago.
name of "motor foot." In the
popular
Inan
so
In
Is
the
Income
has come
trenchment
prevalent at
present time. mained ever since.
of surgical chiropody It Is
language
to
crease hi rentals. They continue
It has been said that the United
.1. McCann
Davis' hook, "The Dead
classified under the nuiue
and
tenmount much to the distress of
States Is gradually becoming a nation lock," eonlalns n picture of the gavel, uf "metatarsal displacement."
ants. Each successive lease date of cliff dwellers without any civic re- but It Is not a photograph of the origContinuous motoring Is the cause
Only a nation of home inal. ,
sponsibility.
brings a new boost.
It Is n right foot
of the ailment.
As a result these same people who owners can expect to survive. The
The book was published as an after trouble caused by the continuous strain
who
a
a
owns home has something thought of the convention. A picture occasioned
a year ago did not have
thought man
by long motor trips when
about owning their own home, who at stake, he has some reason to take of the gavel was wanted, but It could the driver
bis foot In the strained
keeps
,'ould not be bothered tending to fur- active Interest In city problems, taxanot be found, so another gtimviper wag
by the use of car
required
position
naces or mowing a lawn, and must tion, health, etc. He will be found at cut and It appears in the book as the accelerator
have their janitor service, are now the polls when vital Issues are at deadlock gavel.
This position causes a displacement
seriously considering a little bungalow stake. lie will also be found available
of the metatarsal hones which in turn
have
should the safety of the country be
or home of their own. They
Served and Saved.
finises them, In motor language, to
awakened to the stern realization that threatened, for he has a home to de"short" the nerves of Hint part of the
A reticent, backward youth twenty
they have wasted their years and fend.
foot.
This in turn Is the answer for
self
his
old,
drugged
penniless
years
Herbert Hoover In a speech recentmoney paying rent. This money could
he
that accompanies the disNew
puln
of
branch
the
Into
the
Bowery
have beeh Invested In a home. Only ly expressed alarm over the tendency
York city Y. M. C. A. Into last winter. tinction of possessing "motor foot."
home
Is
shirk
to
forced
when the stern reality
responsibilthe
"Motor foot" not only makes walkHe was from a Connecticut town, jobupon them are they seeing the light.
ity. There are less than .r0 per cent less, friendless and almost clothesless. ing painful, but practically eliminates
livr
This fall will see an active Interest of the population of this country
The employment secretary helped the golf, tennis or any of the oilier popu-laIn home building on the pnrt of many ing In their own homes.
of active recreation.
forms
24
a
he
within
nntl
boy
got
position
hours of his arrival. He joined lbe
Tales of the Golf Links.
Their crooked ways enable some
"Make (loot! club" and became nn acIn Ills book, ''Fifty Years of flolf," tive member in this
nieu to make both ends meet.
Chrisof
group
I I
"Andra" Klrkahly makes one remark
Iter 9'fcAll'O'
tian men who are constantly endeavPofcCn h
that Is beyond rubles. It runs: "The
L-to establish themselves In such
1
oring
Vx
a
not
JfulHlrU
make
golfer, but a
grip does
In society ns
place
I
ii:,wi"
1
changing about with It has made
g
folks deserve. One night
tnnnv a iiuin uncivil to his balms he was found In the
lobby of the buildPluvrnfiUfi
when he cume home from the links."
in tears. Ills sister was ill and
There must he many wives and moth- ing
money. He was helped to
TtTxll-0U
HALL
ers who would testify to the truth required
the care she needed. As
the
girl
give
Many people get the
of this. One caddie, when his player
as possible he paid buck his
quickly
Idea that they can keep
lost a ball, would drop one down bis loan. Klnce then be bus moved Into
trouser leg and say, "Here It Is; and
their nerves on edge and
the dormitory of another Y. M. C. A.
M no such a bad lie after all." (That branch and has Joined the church.
their digestion upset year
would be when there was betting on
after year, and "get away
he makes room at the Bowery
Thus
First Floor Plan.
been
had
the match and the caddie
be served and
to
branch
unother
for
with it." They sleep only
a good tip If his man Won.) saved as he himself was. And so lbe
renters who are simply forced to It promised
half as much as they
an
Come
shouted
Impatient
along!"
bv the excessive demands of landlords.
endless chain of good deeds goes on
and never get
should
caddie.
to
his
loaded
henvlly
Are they going to be prepared to build golfer
in this bright spot in a darkened purt
properly and thoroughly
a home of their own? Do they know "I'm coinln'," retorted the o' caddie; of the metropolis, Exchange.
forked
"but ye dlnna expect a sheet
rested.
what they need?
7"
for
d'ye
pence,
eighteen
llghtnln'
The home shown here may prove a
Old
American
Style.
.
If you tire out easily,
London
real Inspiration to families who are
Three visitors In shirt sleeves were
if you are getting pale and
anxious to own a home they can call
refused admission to the gallery of
Evening Spoilt.
anemic, if your food
their own. It Is a charming home of
the house of representatives In WashThey were discussing at the Century
doesn't digest as it should,
seven rooms and sun parlor. The ex
a week or so ago. While their
ington
,
terior design Is very attractive and club the plays of Strlndberg, Schnitz-ler- companions, more formally habited,
would it not be well to
llrinkwater and Brieux.
distinctive and suggestive of n pleasentered freely, they stood In the corBtop and consider whether
novelist
"Why the deuce," said the
ing qualntness and hnspltullty that
ridor outside the door, lamenting the
coffee or tea is having its
Hohert W. Chambers, with a yawn
wilt appeal to all homelovers.
rule which denied them the pleasure
so
effect on you?
s
deuce
are
the
pin;
highbrow
"why
their
men
from
of gazing upon the
It has many characteristics of the
dull?
home state seated among the mighty,
Colonial type of home suggested In Insufferably
The caffeine and thein
"At a Strlndberg play In Greenwich
the white pillars supporting the overmilking the laws of the hind. One
in coffee and tea
other night a woman In
found
the
village
saw
their
another
after
front
level
the
ground
doorkeeper
hanging roof,
of me poked her husband In the
front
as any doctor
are
mid
then
drugs,
with
windows
slipped
plight, sympathized
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Write lor the interesting story of "Cork Insert"
1723 Prairie

of Illinois Prizes Gavel
Wielded by "Uncle Joe."

right-thinkin-

BRAKE LINING
rOR FORDS

AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES

J

State

THE TRIALS OF

All the men nt the club have been
watching Johnnie Edwards, the Inveterate smoker, for he Inst week, and
there's been much surmising anil conjecturing, hut Johnnie wouldn't give
himself away. It seems that Johnnie
has held the prize for the champion
smoker of the club for ten years.
In the last week Johnnie has been
seen strolling around the room with
a dejecled, lost uppeuriinco and between bis Hps always the inevitable
But It was never lighted.
cigarette.
Nobody liked to ask hlin questions and
he didn't volunteer any explanation, so
it wasn't explained until Jliniule
overheard him say on the telephone:
"No, you have got to stick to your
word now. I swore off If you would,
and goodness knows I want one bad
enough, but Hoc says you've gotta
leave 'em alone for a while. Now be a
good little mother and remember your
promise." New York Sun.
I

Van-Yee-

Long Distance Investment.
wns be arrested for?" "Selling canal stock." That Isn't a criminal offense, Is It?" "The canal Is OB
Mars."

"What

li

CORKINSEltr
ADVANCE

I

can be used for cor.y corners, sewing
rooms or storage spaces. The bedare bright and airy.
rooms
willingly.
apartments
were in demand because even unFor tlie fnmlly of fair sire with
skilled workers were making enough three or four children, this home Is
money to pay the rent that was de- admirably adapted. It calls for breathmanded. Every one seemed anxious ing space for the children and is built
to get a good tasle of the high life.
with comfort uppermost In mind.
But a change has come to pass In Then again there Is the element of
It Is built
the last few months, war salaries substantial construction.
are only a memory and unemployment to endure and not a flimsy shell. At
stalks throughout the land. Reduc- the rear a small attractive stucco
tions In wages have forced economy garage bus been built.
on thp same people who were spending
More homes like this will add much

Delicacy Seemed to Please.
Tasting Ice cream for the first time
In their lives, Joe .Table and his three
sons from the mountains near Un'on-towMil, disposed of (11 dishes of
It at their first sitting.
Fifteen each
for the boys and sixteen for dad.

6

i

to. I

Second Floor Plan.

Prudent Mentality.
"Von appeal' rather proud of the
fact that you are unable to under
stand the relativity theory."
"I'm not exactly proud," replied
Senator Sorghum, "but I am resigned.
I put great faith in the wisdom of
the plain people. So long as the plain
people didn't get the Idea I don't believe it would be to my advantage to
assert any superior intelligence or exclusive information."
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The Folly of Cheating Nature
give yourself the opportunity you deserve in
order to do your best
work, make up your mind
to quit coffee and tea for
awhile and drink delicU
ous, appetizing Postura
instead.

Postum permits

sound,

refreshing

sleep

which builds strength,
energy and endurance.
Order Postum from
your Grocer today. Drink
this hot, refreshing beverage in place of tea or coffee
for 10 days and see what
a wonderful difference it
will msike in the way you
feel,
1'ostum comes In two
forms: Instant Postum Un tins)
made instantly in the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those who pte-fto make the drink while ths
moal is being prepared) made
by boiling for 20 ndnutoa,

Postum for Health
'There's a Reason"

or

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
1
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LEAGUE ENVOYS

Southwest News

ASSAIL COUNCIL

From All Over

Skirts-Strai- ght

Lines

111

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

New Mexico
SWEDISH ENVOYS ACCUSE SECRETARIAT OF PARTIALITY AND
EXTRAVAGANCE.

and Arizona
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lo
accepted
style for autumn.
iiltenii't
i
tuitions having such relinquishment in
ins, ileelureil ther lie hud renlpietl 11s treasurer ol ui (he ShiUirhlrr ranch.
uni Iciillilinl
Radium Silk for Lingerie.
111 n Htnlt'iueul,
Ihe Ainerlcnn I'edeiiiHou of i.abor.
lew.
As one of tlie necessary attributes
Duriiiir
eleclrlen! sluriii.
heavy
low n, N. Y ol
Word reuelutl
of lingerie just now Is that it sluili
Henry I'lird Ims lieen Invlleil to
s'hl liiim si ruck the line uf the MounMany Slain in Chinese War.
be nontransparent,
the artists who
liy KiH'ielnry Weeks to eome to Wush the slnklnc uf the sebooiier Ollvcl tain Suite'
Telephone Cninpnny beA dispatch
from
colbsimi
are
lchan,
Peking.
liiillon III Ills convetlieuee to iIUciiks Mowiilt, eoitl laden, nfter
designing the newer models have,
tween H'liislovv and l'lnpdnff, Ariz.,
taken radium silk Inlo the scliemo hi
Hupeh province, reports heavy fight
wlih uo eniinenl ufflelnLs his pin In Lake Ontario off the inalii Duck upliliterilil.' nliniil
twenty poles nnd
their calculations, and with some very
iiosnl to piirchnse mill lease the Islands with Ibe freighter Key West.
ing between the northern and south
I'nti' nut of eiiliimlsslna.
the
It
pilttlue
era forces, with Ihe Hzccliiiiiu left wing
attractive results. It is presented In
Muscle SIioiiIn Aliihnuut nllrnte 11I1111I I'he schooner was cut III two nnd tin look tlie
mums
two
nearly
repair
days
the lighter pastel shades and, when
Mud water power project.
captain, Thomas I. Van Diieseii, do to jret llie line working; properly attain. attacking the defenses of lehaug. The
adds Unit reinforcements for
uiiiile on the simple, prescribed lines
dispatch
The entitle of ICuuene Held, poet of of I'iclou. Out., bis mate nnd a worn
I!. Mart in. eolifessed robber of Hie
Hh Hie ship.
and trimmed with some bits of handtlie northern unuy nre arriving. Two
il
l
mm I, Iiiih lieen
closed In I'roliate an eook went down
hank ill Curlew, luvvn, leiirned that his hundred members of the northern
made lace and ribbons to add to Its
Courl In ('hlriinn hy the widow, Mrs.
David Itebnke of Ibe Checkerboard I'uiiil'inilon In the
robbery
forces hnve been driven Into Hie Yiing- charm, it appears a real creation.
Julia Klold, nl'lcr pending fur nearly field, carryliiK a woman passoii:cr,
li i 111 mil of s:!.l!.MI of the rubTse river and drowned. It Is estimated
Especially are the long chemises good
m
filial
The
the
won
Uibor
yeiii'K.
Day airplane derby
(Aeiuyslx
reporl
.Luksnu
bery prneei'tls. Sheriff .1.
In this material, as they are often
tiliovts the eslnle, tolalllii; $I0,:UI.TI. t'liltiiK""
ibe fifiyfivetnllc nf Ktatiietsliiiru, lnwu, tuhl Martin this there have been Itl.lKK) casualties on
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Steamers
Umiii to do duty for
sides.
Ichiiint
called
both
leaving
41
lielween
In
petticoats
the
lliree
ssilhliled
widow,
course
ininnte. lie was closely Ahen In' mine lo tilobe. Ari.., to lake
as well. Handkerchief linen is used,
ire under fire, although crowded wllh
of the poel followed by Price IloH'mitswiirlh, .lohn Martin hack In lovvu. Martin
Hons Hint two daughter
uol only refugees.
loo, for the smarter pieces of undeTin other
Only uiie lilll was iilluweil, $,'i.."i(l for a Kiser 11111I .laiiies Curran.
'JMi uf thf tolal of ssmi cash ami
rwear. It scurfs at silk nnd liolds ItDickof
Klelil
Charles
liy
Iruiisers,
five
includlnt;
purchniscil
lnir
starlem,
botiils laketi In the Ail);, l!)
Corn Crop Makes Improvement.
self In a quite sujierlor class.
In
i.i ISHo.
the
oldest
the
Cblca'n
inson,
pilot
ashlnglon. Itecovery nt the corn
One of the events of Paris Is thn
Is
yearn old, finished
I'rnhlUllion officiiils will linike no district, who
I'he prouiatu committee of the Tricrop during August from Hie serious
Bal de I'Opera. and this season, they
more.
minutes
few
within
h
Hie
to
from
sustained
weather
forlhcoinliiK
keep
Helupt
July
stan- lletvford Itreeilers' Association damage
say, the costumes and llie colors and
the
cunference "dry," il was
minaineiit
The death of Miss Mary Louise has ciinili'tcd the list for the first conditions featured
September
the designs were lovelier than ever
liiiiiiiuuced officially nl the treusiny (iniffiim,
missionary of Hie Auieii-cii- show which will be held hi
grain report of the Department of Ag
Sum
As for
tney nan been in the past.
I'.oaril of Commissioners for I'or-cli- i ner. X. M.. the middle of
I'rnlillilllnu officials liohl
riculture. Favored wllh good growing
leiin'lineiil,
color, the fuchsia shades and royal
In
October.
in
of
and
ruin
Missions, at Sivas, Asia Minor,
(tint l!iiiniK for dele4iiles to In- - tils
plenty
are Unit 'his villi he une of temperatures
purple, with royal red, were the
the entire corn belt, the
miiiauituil cunference must he penull wiim announced In a mhle incss.aj;e. the uiiisl successful shows of Its kind practically
being so brilliantly beautiful
forecast made a jump of
tod lieeniise uf dlplouuillc liiiuiiinily, Miss Criiffiim, (be only Anieihnn at ever hi'hl in this
that It is believed they may set the
pari of the slate and production
iiitd nil recoiiiiuendutloiiN of the Nlale Sivas much of the lime ihirlnj; the tunny nf Hie breeders' are now
1,VI,000,K) bushels, bringing the Indi
color note for the smart ones of the
making
tl'piirlnifiit for permission fur llqunr World war. Incurred the displeasure prepniiilloiis in enter the exhibit. Lib cated production to :UN(i,(lKI,(XK) bush Straight Lines Are Conspicuous on season. There were numbers upon
i enter lie liiiled SIiiIck will luiie of Turkish officials nt times alal an or eral prizes will lie awarded to the win els, or only IS.otKt.tHHt bushels less than
the Fall Suit Models That Have numbers of long, hooped skirts, and
last year's corn crop, the largest
lie apirovnl uf the treasury depart- der for her execution was simied In ners.
the domino costumes were so exMade Their Appearance.
one lindane.
ment.
grown.
quisitely fashioned that they offered
A Jack nihhil drive will soon
be
Kdwnrd Itarnes, IT, tuerclumt, was
Ing to part with, them lightly, and they all sorts of suggestions for the rapes,
l
In the eastern part
I'repnriilloiui for ndvniiciiiK tiivnrils
of
Cowboy Shot in Hotel.
are practical uiljuncts to the ward- especially as to the cnlasli hoods,
shot and killed In a ward al Hit1
Ihe
of f I.Ooti.lKHi.tmu In niirlculturnl it ml found
dire.'llnn
under
of
County
borne at Cape Cirardeatl.
rem- - of
Tueuuicnrl, X.
Cobb, cow- - robe, to he sure, for they ran lie which have already been
handled
rtttent Will of linos, 'Veil county. Il Is
I've stock civdllR under recent logistic Mo. Hisbin
wife mild fcl.uoo he had was
in a roundup being held thrown across the shoulders carelesslLaces were made up in
contestant
sparingly.
hoy
(lint
hundredii
of
farmers
expecti'd
Iihw vlrlunlly lieen cuiiiiileled by
nilssliiK. Mm. 1 la lies Is lield by police from Imi Ii
here, died from n bullet wound. Hill y, yet effectively, if keeping out every sort of guise, and an astonish-InCurry nnd ltnosevelt coun
Tlie
(tn War Kliiani'K ("orpornlliin.
number of the hats were done in
pendlliK an InvestlKMllon. Trcd I'oeste. ties will tnke part In llie liijj drive to Vaught, another cowboy, was arrested. frigid blasls hiipiiens to lie a subject
Ik ouyht by the poAirpnllHlon prolmldy will lie remly 'M, a sou
tricorn shape.
The shooting occurred In a hotel room of any moment.
rid the country of these pests,
lo fuiietlou. To expc lice.
t"llhrti a
Mrs. Fred Simmons,
The new idea Is to make many ol
The Spanish iuftueuee. of which the
lu
.luiin Wku, ISyettr-olboy of Han occupied by
shawl is hut one reflection, is trans- the sleeves long and straight and wide,
statement
Cobb
an
said
lle Hie lidviinceti, exeeulhe comnili-leKWirlda
Two throutili
passenp't over, whs (Irovvned while svviiiiiiiia in
to Mrs. Simmons' room in
ferring Itself to evening wraps in gay set Into armholes that almost succeed
lire lieliiK formed in HKrieiilturul trains, Hie Dixie Kl)er and Seminole
w liter hole at
(odd Hitlch, X. M. lie had gone
Paris. French ladies are taking the in reaching the waistline.
Hint
beiwe.-at
.link son The buy vus alnne at the time, bu an effort to effect a reconciliation bewill
l.linlleil, runniiiK
ml aloek rnlHlnu seel Ions
Spanish designs and the Oriental deIt is Kiippused that he was seir.eil with tween her and her husband, who win
lifid lo jicellmliiary detail! of Hpiillca-tioiiK- , ville nnd Chicago, met in a rear-enBloused Back Favored.
of
Cobb,
former
signs, and combining them to make
partner
Answering
ninkliiK the ne'"emury InveHtlgu-ti- collision at Sumner. C.a., on the Atlanwas
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THE CUERVO CLIPPKE.

ESCAPING JUICES

BURN DEAD POULTRY

T

IS EXCELLENT PLAN

CAUSE MUCH LOSS
Especially True in Case of Death

V Tit

IM

Subject
SILAGE

of

Evidence

Found

of

Not

Burying

Inquiry.

SAMPLES

Disease.

From

Leaching and Fermentation During Ensiling of Corn Is Made

Satisfactory

Because

Dogs and Other Animala May- Dig
Carcass Up Concrete Crema-

tory

ANALYZED

Is

Not Expensive.

VNK II

Downwash of

in Silo Carrying With It
Soluble Food Materials Result Not Yet Complete.

Liquid

by tlif United States Department of Agriculture.)
Every farmer who has a silo knows
that some change takes place In the
substance of ihe torn or other crop
conserved by this means, and it Is
generally assumed that some loss In

(Prepared

Many town and city homes have
garbage burners which may be used,
but where this is not available some
poultrymen having
heating
systems burn Ihe bodies in the furnace. This cannot be done In the sumso small
mer, though,
crematories
have been built on some poultry
plants. Some o these are of concrete,
the size depending upon the number
of birds kept on the place, and others
are ordinary Iron
stoves.
A concrete crematory will not be expensive, and would pay for Itself in
safeguarding the health of all the
poultry.

I

wood-burnin-

TOWN

Corn Into Silo.

suhstiinee of both moist and dry matter takes place as a result of fermentation ami leaching. To ascertain us
definitely as possible the amount of
this loss--, its causes, ami means for
wholly or partially preventing It, the
dairy division of the United States
Department of Agriculture has been
conducting a series of experiments.
The results of two years' tests are
covered In a professional paper, Department Bulletin, 953, Nitrogen and
other Losses During the Ensiling of
(

'orn.

MAY KEEP PIGEONS

MAN

Bird Has Place in Scheme of Poultry
Production, but Not Always
Desirable on Farm.

(Prepared

by the United States
merit of Agrii'tntore.)

Depart

The one kind of poultry of que
llonable economic status on the farm!
Is the pigeon, the specialists of the
United States Department of Agricul
ture say In Secretary's Circular H)7.
Almost exclusively a grain eater, thf
pigeon renders no notable service as
a conserver of waste, unless it is

Samples of Silage Analyzed.
Samples of silage in cheesecloth

sacks wore burled at various depths
and positions In a silo 42 feet high by
14 feet in diameter, holding approximately 150 tons. The bags
when put in, and samples of
Ihe silage analyzed. When the bags
were reached In feeding out the silo,
The contents were again weighed and
analyzed.
The two years' work furnished evidence of a downwash of the juice in
the silo carrying with It soluble food
materials, so that the silage In the
lower part of the silo may gain in
food material at the expense of Ihe
upper part. There was an average loss
for all the bags of nearly 10 per cent
of the dry matter, which apparently
is due largely to the fermentation of
the carbohydrates and to the carrying awiiy of soluble material by tht
juice. The sugars almost entirely disappeared. There wits a considerable,
loss of crude fiber and of the furfurol-yleldinbodies. There was a loss in
tola! nitrogen, which was larger when
the corn put Into the silo was immature than when mature corn was
used. It is probable that this loss is
dne largely, If not entirely, to the
nitrogenous compounds in the juice.
The nlbuminold nitrogen suffered a
loss of over 50 per cent, while the
forms Increased several times their original weight.
Big Escape of Juice.
There was a gain of ether extract,
probably due to the formation of new
bodies. The second season nearly 10,0t)0 pounds of Juice es
caned from the silo. This juice carried n considerable percentage of
nitrogen of various forms which In
ordinary practice would remain in the
g

ether-solubl- e

silo.

The results are as yet incomplete,
and the tests are being continued.

PUREBREDS BEST PRODUCERS
Enormous

SHERMAN.
By JOHN DICKINSON
HIS Is the centenary of the

pendence of Peru and Peru has been
celebrating the anniversary with pomp
and circumstance ut Its capital. Uinu,
and elsewhere. Virtually all the lead1WX
ing nations of tthe world, as well as
the smaller ones, were invited to par
Most of
ticipate in the celebration.
them accepted and took part.
The United Slates sent I lie battleships Oklahoma and Arizona and a
l TCSiV a st.eciHl emlnissv bended bv Albert
Douglas. France, Italy and Spain al
so scut battleships; the French embassy In. ludecl (ieneral Mangln, the defender of
Verdun. Ureal Hrltain sent (ion. Lord Dundunnlil,
grandson of that Liu'tl Cochrane who played so
large a part In the liberation of Peru. Argentina
sent two battleships, an embassy and a regiment
of grenadiers, the traditional descendants of the
troops which accompanied !oii. .lose do San Martin, Peru's liberator.
Klgbleen nations sent embassies and thirteen others sent special missions.
Possibly the principal feature of the celebration
was the unveiling of an equestrian statue of (ien.
.lose de San Martin, (17S-18)- ,
the Argentine
lender who was the leading figure In the campaign
for Peru's Independence, Sun Martin was born
In Argentine and served In Spain against the
French
attaining the rank of lieutenant colonel, In 1812 lie went to Ittieuos Aires and
Joined the patriots who declared Argentine's Independence In lNId, lie did something new In
striking at the Spanish In Peru by marching over
the Andes to ('bile, lie declined the office of
supreme director of Chile, after his march resulted
In that country's freedom.
After Ms operations
hud won Lima, he was proclaimed supreme
of Peru. He resigned the office in lH'J'J and
took no further part In South American affairs.
During the celebration the Peruvian government
Issued a decree through President Leguia providing for the erection In Lima Tf a monument to
George Washington as
"A model of exemplary citizenship ami In view
of the fact that the political emancipation of the
United States was ihe forerunner of the Independence of the
nations."
This action of the Peruvian government Is well
taken and the decree Is based on historical truth.
The success of the American Revolution of 17715
and that of France of 17851 encouraged the hopes
of the
patriots who were
dreaming of liberty. These hopes became brighter
still upon the conquest of Spain by France In

Homer Pigeon.

shattered grain in the fields, and thai
In large measure would be taken up
Tin
by other poultry and by pigs.
pigeon has a place In the scheme ol
urban poultry production, hut, except
In Isolated instances where conditions
are peculiarly favorable, Its production on farms may not be desirable.
DRINKING WATER

IN

SUMMER

Supply for Hogs and Chickens Over,
looked on Many Farms Skim
Milk Not Sufficient.
Perhaps no animals on the farm
suffer more for fresh drinking water
during the summer than hogs and
are
chickens.
Hogs, particularly,
usually left with only slops and skim
milk, when these hot months they
crave cool water. Water In chickens'
puns quickly evaporates, and Is too
often forgotten. It Is positively cruel
to forget any animal's drinking water needs In the summer months.
FIND FAULT WITH SEPARATOR
Pays to Investigate When Flow From
Cream Spout Seems Smaller
Than Ordinarily.
of
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Moreover, the constitutions which were formed
In South America during the protracted struggle
for independence from Spain were often modeled
upon the Constitution of the United States. It Is
true, however, that since 1s:) constitutional development In South America in general has been
away from the North American federal Idea and
toward the
unitary system in which
large powers are vested In the national government. In fact at present all the South American
constitutions are more or less unitary, with the
exception of those of the Argentine Republic, Brazil and Venezuela.
In the beginning Spain enl rusted the government
of Spanish America to special agents of the throne
called viceroys and captains general. Thus In 177S
there were three viceroys In South America, One
In Hogala controlled the northwest, the vlceroyalty
of New Grenada. A second in Buenos Aires controlled the southeast, the vlceroyalty of l.a Plata.
The third In Lima controlled a large part of the
west, the vlceroyalty of Peru. One captain general eon trolled Chile and another Venezuela. BraI'eru was the center
zil wns Portuguese territory.
of Spanish power. So, when the provinces begun
to break away from Spain, It was those at a distance from I'eru that first became free.
Yriiexueln w as the first of the Spanish American
political divisions to declare Its Independence from
Spain, In 1MI. After the patriots under Simon
Bolivar had defeated the royalists, a state known
as Great Colombia was established in the north;
in 1H.'M) It broke Into three states:
Venezuela.
Colombia and Kcuador.
In 110 the United Provinces of I. a Plata the
historical antecedent of the Argentine Republic
adopted a declaration of Independence. Then
came Peru and llolivlu. By SHI there were In
Spanish America nine Independent stales: Venezuela, Colombia, Kcuador, Peru, Bolivia. Chile,
Since then
Paraguay, Uruguay nnd Argentine.
Ihe history of these Independent stales has been
marked' by many revolutions and dictatorship.
Since Mum was the center of Spanish power In
America, the independence if Peru was essential
'.0 the continued Independence of the free stales.
Now In Peru, although Ihe Creoles (American-borSpaniards) were dissatisfied, the bulk of the pop.
llntlon was not disloyal. Uprisings In 1911 and
1814 resulted only In the defeat and execut'on of
b leaders.
Still, In 181" Gen. JoiMpiln de la
1
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Differences Among Dairy

Have Been Brought Out
In Number of Casea.

Inde-

I

pro-lect-

If the flow from the cream spout
the separator seems smaller than
ordinarily, It usually pays to InvestiIn spite of all precautions, It
The value of purebred stock, say gate.
often happens that foreign matter
DeUnited
In
States
the
specialists
In the cream screw, thus causpartment of Agriculture, Is most no- lodges
of the cream to he retained
ing
part
In
which
the
ticeable, in those cases
with the skim milk.
capability of the animals is measured
most directly.
Among farm animals
EGGS KEEP BEST
the best illustration can be found In INFERTILE
dairy cattle, though careful yearly
tests of milk and butterfat production Surplus Roosters Should Be Disposed
of as Soon aa Hatching-Egare relatively recent affairs. Theenor
Season Is Over.
mous differences among dairy cows
when given the same opportunity have
Infertile eggs keep best when placed
been brought out clearly In a great
number of cases, and these differences ,n water glass. This means that useare strongly Inherited through both less "roosters" shonM go as soon as
season is over. Eatlh sire and the uam. The average the hatching-egI
ing the big roosters Is not like tender
production for purebred and grades
much above the average of all milk young fryers, but the housewife with
cow, which la about 4,000 pounds of a tireless cooker can turn ihe tough
tst old male birds Into several (In'
milk and 160 pounds of butterfat
chicken dinners.
Cows

lWV

I

.

s

hot-wat-

Cutting and Blowing

II

K

yard manure? The disposal of these
dead bodies offers a problem for the
pnultryninn, the correct solving of
which may In many cases become a
very Important matter, say specialist
of the United States Department of
grlculture. This is especially true,
of course, In cases of death from con- taglous discuses, and this Includes a
large proportion of pouJtry deaths.
To throw a (lend chicken on the ma
nure pile or Into the road is to Invite
the spread of disease. Burying is not
entirely satisfactory, because unless
the grave Is dug deep the carcass may
be scratched- - up by dogs or other ani
mals.
Furthermore, In the winter the
ground may he frozen. Therefore, spe
cialists declare, the best way to (11
pose of dead poultry Is to burn tht
bodies.

lillilll

Jt

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Accumulations of manure in the
henhouse
are
upon
objectionable
grounds of sanitation, but not more so
than dead poultry. How often have
you seen a dead chicken thrown Into
the road or trampled Into the barn-
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I'czuela, the last of the
legally constituted viceroys of Peru, reported thai the whole country was
ripe for rebellion, anil thai, although he realized
Ihe danger, he was tillable to take effective precautionary menus, since lie could In no way foretell
from what direction the blow would come. The
loyul roups at his disposal amounted to 1,000 men
7,Hl."i
n Lima and Callao; S,4S," quartered at Cu.-co- ,
Arequlpn, and Xauxa (I.IHMI In upper Peru ; and
7KI at Pisco and Caneta on the coast.
So it was that preparations to free Peru from
Spalu were largely made In distant Buenos Aires.
In HI t (ieneral de San Martin began the task of
i
renting the "Andes Army," his plan of campaign
Janbeing to march across the Andes to Chile.
uary 17, 1S17, be hegtni his march, with HtMl regimental officers ami ii,.(MI foot soldiers. There were
three divisions under Generals Las Herns,
and Conile, There were 1,(100 horses and
tl, -- SI mules with supplies and equipment.
The army, crossing through Uspallala pass
feet) entered Santiago In February. The battle of Malpu, April f, ended Spanish power In
Chile. Then San Mnrlln Induced the Chileans to
'gather a tleel, without which successful Invasion
of Peru could not he made.
Lord Cochrane, a British nobleman with a distinguished naval record, accepted command of the
licet and hoisted bis flagon the O'lliggtns Decem1M1S. All the ships were commanded by
ber
British officers; the one exception was Captain
Worsler, an American. After several cruises and
some minor lighting the fleet returned to Valparaiso In December, 18111. By this time General
de San Martin was nearly ready to embark, having
obtal
aid from the foreign merchants of Buenos
Aires. In August of IN'20 he had at Valparaiso
a force of 4,,"00 five Infantry battalions and two
regiments of cavalry.
August 21 General de San Martin's expedltlou
sailed from Valparaiso. Lord Cochrane in command
s
of the fleet. September 7 the tnsips landed In
bay. After a successful expedition to Ihe
and established
Interior, San Martin
headquarters to tin' north of Lima.
San Mania had wisely chosen his headquarters
as near the capital us possible. On December II,
an entire Spanish battalion, O.'O strong, con0,
sisting chiefly of Columbians, went over to the patriots nnd, shortly afterwards, ,'18 Peruvian officers
and a number of cadets arrived from Limn. San
Martin's line now extended from the ea to Sayan, a distance of about 21) miles; the Spanish army,
under I'ezuela, occupying a position about (I miles
north of Lima. Knrly In 1H2I discontent arose
iiuiong the officers in the Spanish army, and on
the 211th of January, an Insubordinate letter signed
by all 'if the generals was addressed to the viceroy, culling upon him to resign and to deliver his
command to Gen. Jise de la Soma. Pe.uela had
no alternative but to obey, says the Bulletin of the
Union.
Immediately after the deposition of the viceroy
San Martin raised the first bnttallon of Peruvians,
Regardless of the Irregularity, de la Serna was declared viceroy, being eventually recognized by the
Spanish government, and an emissary arrived
from Spain to ascertain the demands of the patriots and arrange n compromise. San Martin, declaring an armistice of 20 days, proposed as a
basis of pence, recognition of the Independence of
Ihe country, the establishment of a provisional constitution until the election of a congress and the
ascension of a Bourbon prince to the throne of
Peru. The new viceroy assented, but his generals
insisted upon the rejection of these proposals' The
negotiations were discontinued in May.
Sisin after this the royalists found It necesssary
to evacuate the coast, being without ships and
The
cut off from all means of communication.
t
royalist general, Cniilerac, inarched Into the
rlor In June, while the viceroy, having garrisoned
and provisioned Callao castle (which In September
surrendered to the Protector) left Lima. July 6.
On the night of July It, (Sen. San Martin entered
the capltnl of Pern, nnd on July 28, :2l, the InSan Martin
dependence of Peru was
being unanimously acclaimed Protector. This office he held until the establishment of the Peruvl- -

i

'

S

V.

I

Sf

an congress In September, 1S22, whereupon he re-

signed all authority Into the hands or the people
withdrew to private life, After a short period
of government by a committee of three, Ihe congress on the 2Slii of February, 182.'!, elected Don
.lose de la Klva Aguero first president of Peru,
lie displayed great energy In facing the difficulties of a turbulent sllunllon, but was .unsuccessr
ful. The aid of the Colombians under Simon
wns sought and Klva Aguero was deposed.
Bolivar arrived al Lima on the lsl of September,
1S2H, where he began to organize an urmy to attack the Spanish viceroy, who was still In the Interior, On the 0th of August, 1824, the cavalry
action of Junln was fought with the Spanish forces
under the command of General ('anionic, near the
It was won by a
shore of Lake Chlncny-cocha- .
gallant charge of the Peruvians at the crlllcul
moment under Captain Siiarez. Soon afterwards
Bolivar left the army to proceed to the coast, the
final battle of Ayacucho (Dec. 9, 1824) being
fought by his second In command. General Sucre,
In which the viceroy and all his officers were
taken prisoners, and Spanish power hi Peru came
1

Hol-Iwi-

to

an end.
There Is

no more romantic career than that of
Cochrane, tenth earl of Dundomihl, whose
statues occupy places of honor In many of the great
cities of South America because of his services
In securing the national Independence of several
slates. It was his dying boast that he hud held
Hag rank in no less than six navies,
lie was the son of n penniless Scotch peer and
won honors and promotion In the British navy for
daring exploits. Fleeted to parliament, he attacked the abuses prevalent In the British navy,
thereby making enemies galore In high places.
In 1814 bis uncle, Cochrane Johnstone, M, P., was
Implicated In a conspiracy to swindle the London
slis k exchange by spreading premature announcement of the defeat of Napoleon.
Ills enemies
onntrhed to Implicate Lord Cochrane In the affair,
lie was convicted, expelled from the house of commons, dismissed from the navy, deprived of the
Older of the Bath and imprisoned for a year.
Immediately upon his release he was elected
member of parliament for Westminster. Nevertheless, he was so disgusted with his treatment that
be sought service In South America. Then be. won
such glory that William IV, upon coming to the
throne, granted blm full pardon for an offense
which he probably never committed and restored
him to the navy with the rank of vc admiral.
Queen Victoria gave blm the highest grade in the
Order of the Ruth and put him In command of
the British naval forces on tile West Indian station. There be died In 18(111. His admiring countrymen laid his body to rest In Westminster.
A bust of Illpolllo Unaiuie
Ihe gift
of Peru to the Pan American Union In commemoration of this centenary was unveiled recently hi
Wnshlngton by the Peruvian ambassador, Senor
Don I'rederlco Alfonso de Pezet, In the presence
of a distinguished company. The ambassador delivered an address eulogizing Unanue as the
"Father of Ills Country." Unanue wns horn in
Peru nnd was educated In theology. He took up
medicine and achieved fame along scientific lines.
In 1811 he founded the San Fernando school of
medicine. He Joined San Martin and Inter worked
with Bolivar. This Is the epitaph on u!s tomb In
Lima :
"lit re lie the ashes of Dr. Illpolito Unanue,
In chief, founder of the college of medicine under the former regime; In the new order
Minister of Finance, President of the First Legislative Congress; Minister and President of the
Council of Ministers, Well deserving of his country In the highest degree. Benowiied for his learning, his works, and his elistience. He died In his
seventy-eightyear, on the 1,'ilh of July, 18.'.'1."
Upon the discovery of the Western Hemisphere
Spain and Portugal forthwith divided It between
themselves. Once Spain owned from Chile to the
Cunudlaa boundary line. Her colonial policy was:
F.verythtng for Spain; nothing for the colonies.
When the United Stales lowered the yellow and
red Hag In Cuba Spain lost Its last foothold o
th" "H'Mteru Hemisphere.
Lord
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PUTS REAL
JOY IN TOURS AND CAMP LIFE

MOTOR-BUNGALO-
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W

The Poor Boy Must Still Be Able to
Climb Upward Economically.
1I1. IUVI1

I'.v

President

KINI.KY,

University of Illinois.

lias risen before the American
in the past ten or fifteen years:
It ii a frontier of problnn.-- i of public policy. We have
before us a roii) of problems, physical, economic, social, political, eihicatiomil, rcijiiiritig solution. The
kind of solution we choose will determine the policy
und fix the character of the American people for a
A

frontier

new

people, part iciilarlv

If"

hundred years

i

jr-e
S7-"WyS6.-

to conic.

The old political problem was to establish ft government strong enough to win obedience and deserve
rei oi'iiitioii ; to show the people the need for awl the
of
clutracter
a politicnl organization able to exercise authority over matters of common iiilerest which roipiircd regulation. This was a more
thing I linn at first might appear, for the individual on the frontier
fell little need for go ernment help.
lie could take care of himself.
The political proldem of the new era is difT.'rent. It is not merely
lo keep order but to evolve National unity out of racial, economic ana
political diversity. True, this problem bus been present from the begin-

motor-bungalo-

I

motor-bungalo-

full-size-

quently enter the pipe and be delivered nt the bottom of the water. As
the olr bubble up through the water
It is not only cooled but Is saturated
with moisture. This moist air pusses
Into the Intake man fold and gives the

MOIST GOLD AIR

ASSISTS ENGINE
Hot

Dry Air Causes Frequent
Skipping arid Loss of Power
During Season.

HUMIDIFIER

IS EASILY

Jar of Quart

Mason

Preserving
Placed on Back
neath Hood
Moisture

?SJfe

MADE

Biz

of Daih Under,
Will
Supply

Almost every limn who owiih or has
Mm an automobile, him noticed thai Ills
engine uclually rutin belter In the very
eniiy morning or lute nl night, Just
lifter the dew lias fallen. This In due
Id the Uinoiint of inolxturc In the air.
he frequent
Why contend with
skipping of the engine and the Ions of
r
power due to the hot dry air of a
(lay, when wllh a few hours' tltno
and a little expense you can niiinul'iic-tur- e
an apparatus which will Rive you
the moist cold air that gives lire to
your engine?
Preserving Jar It Useful.
A mason preserving Jar of the quart
Ize should be inouuled on the hack
of the dash underneath the hood of the
engine. TIiIn may lie done by the use
of an
bolder for a Hhelf and a
couple of band iron straps to bold the
glass Jar In place. In the metal top,
about one Inch apart, drill two holes,
one with a qiiarler-lncdrill ami one
drill.
with a threeelghths-lnchole a
Solder Into the quarter-Incsmall nipple having on lis end a small
I

siini-nie-

oil-pu-

h

same result as If the car were driven
at night along the side of a river.
A lilt of shellac applied with a tiny
brush will help to make the joints airtight.
As the water evaporates the jar tuny
he again refilled hy pouring water
down the air Inlet tube. No water will
enter, however, unless the stopcock on
the dash Is open to allow the Inclosed
ii Ir to escape.
I'opulur Science

Keep your tires
tinted at till times.

properly

in- -

He sure to repair the little cuts
regularly.
Prevent blowouts by avoiding
severe Jolts and by maintaining
full pressure.
Have the mud bolls cleaned
out and repaired at once.
He
careful when Inserting

tubes.
Avoid

ment.
Use

I
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America Passing Through Crisis.
Union.

JOHN HAUI'KTT,

l'.y

Trad;.' between the I'nited Stales and Latin America is passing through
the most severe crisis it ever has faced. The foundation of the trouble is
the exchange situation, which is most unfavorable to Latin America and

the United States. Today there are over
$.10, 0(10,000 worth of American exports undelivered in the. ports of several
South American cities, uinl these must be disposed of before there can he
reads eom'snoiiilinnlv

on

Naturally, (iennanv, C.reut 'Britain, France, Spain, Belgium and
Japan are taking advantage of this situation to the disadvantage of the
United States.
The present crisis is due almost entirely to after war speculation in
the export and import trade, such as has characterized the entire world,
and it should not be held in any way against the real value to the United
States of
commerce, in which the total exports and im
have grown in the fust two decades from about
Unitt'd
of
States
the
ports
$;!00,000,0l)() per annum to the immense total of $:i,000,()00,000.

laic

In

the casing, but

By PROF.

MA DHL

CARNEY, Columbia University.

child'

one-ha-

one-ha-

Canada Imported 2,2(10 automobiles
from the United States In WM, as com
pared wllh 1.730 In II) It).

IMAM MANIfOlO

4

Throughout the United States there
18S).()(M) uutomohlle
are
dealers, charg
iron Straps Fatten the Humidifier to
the Dash Beneath the Hood A Cop- lug stations, garages und repair shops.
r.

As much money Is spent annually in
United Slutes for tires as Is spent
for the maintenance and construction
of roads.

the

school affairs that is everywhere allotted the urban youngster. That
country children get on well as they do is because of wholesome home
influence throughout the rural districts, and not because of any helpful
training oH'cretl in the schools.
Almost half the .school children of tlu United Stales that is 8,000,
rural schools. They are housed in box
000 attend one ami
ear buildings, many of them dilapidated and neglected beyond description
Their school term averages 1117 days a year. The same term for the
city child averages

is:!

days.

Furthermore, country children cannot attend school with any degree
union joint such as Is used with flexible copper tubing.
of regularity. The average daily attendance for city school children is 80
A piece of
brass or
cent, while for country children it is b" per cent.
Iron pipe
Inch shorter than
Hoping steers from automobiles is p;r
now
he height of the Jar should be thread-iapplied on ranches at Marfa, Tex.
s
on one end for about
The ear has taken the place of the
Of an Inch.
(In this thread place one spirited broncho.
one-hal-

d

three-eighth-

nut and one washer and thread
Automobiles and other vehicular acthrough the cover of the Jar, placing
cident attain their maximum percentanother washer and nut on the outside, tightening the two nuts until tho age of fatalities among; children from
cover Is held rigid, and when mounted live to nine years of ige.
on the Jar allows the pipe to extend
The annual expenditures for autodownward to within one half Inch from
mobile transportation In the United
the bottom.
A
States Is $S,H7,8r0,OO(), or an average
Inch copper tubing extends from the nipple soldered In the cost per mile of 12.0(5 cents,
through the dashboard to a
The Department of Labor figures
on hack
stopcock, and continues
through the dash, and Is tapped Into show that the automobile industry emthe Intake manifold Just above the car- ployed
per cent more In the month
of March than la February.
buretor.
s
The Jar Is then filled to about
of its height with water, by
Motoring enthusiasts in Leamington,
'lienlng the stopcock so the air niny Kngliuul, have organized a motor
icupe. and pouring the water down caravan club. The new club has a
the tube In the top.
large assembly of caravans and trailers.
Engine Sucks Air.
When the engine is running, open
The 4,Vhorsepower limousine used
the stopcock on the dash, which Is
within reach of the operator, and the by General Pershing when commandthe American xpeditlonary forced,
engine will suck the air from the top ing
was recently advertised for rale In
In the Jar, tills tending to
water
the
jf
caiwc a vacuum, and air will conse France.
tliree-luarter-

.

!:
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Mixtnth Street.
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We load In this aa
MAIICKI, U'AVISU
all ether lims. CliuiU-- a tluir & Beauty
Hhcip, 410 ICtli St., Denver. Colo.
i i.ow i:iis
on am. m casio sis.
I'ark Kl.nal Cii.. lOCi liroadway.

Hair Goods by
IIKAUTV PA II Mills.
mail. Mlllkent Hint Co.. 721 U.th St.

The Reason.
Discontented Wife Several of the
men I refused before I married you
are richer than you are now.
Husband Yes. find Hint's why.

Transcript.

Why employ a physician who recom
mends a change and then takes all
you have left?

for.

noim-Ai- .i
t:v jhwki.iiy co. Diatown
mond, watches, xilvi'fware. Out1873,
orders rari'fu! attention Kst.

m:v yoi:k im.katixi;andco.
tiik
for
pleating. Iienistltrlimg. oiirred button
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null.
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Deoter,

Colo.
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Whiletila Seiol) Co.. 152:1 Nineteenth St.
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Incomes and Profit Tax Big.
Washington. Nearly 75 per cent of
Hie government's
lax revenue of
during the lust fiscal year
nunc from luxes on incomes and profits, according to tin official summary
uiiide pulilic by the Treasury Department. The principal sources of the re
maining Zi per cent were listed as
follows:
Tobacco,
including cig
arettes, $ir,05u,;iiiU; transfer of es- tutes, $iri4,!i:i'.),tliy transportation of
freight, $140,010.077 ; transportation of
passengers, !ft7,481,8U0 ; admissions to
theaters, concerts, cabarets, etc.,
distilled spirits, $82,."i9ti,!)y ;
automobiles, motorcycles, trucks, etc.,
$7t),0".S,157; capital stock of corpora
tions, $81,,114,344; nonalcoholic bevertires,
ages, $."i8,C73,192; automobile
purls and accessories, $:i9,517,002 ; telegraph, telephone ami radio messages.
; jewelry,
.$U7,!itiO,L"j:i
watches, clocks,
opera glasses, etc., !l24,3o;,0ur ; candy,
$liO,4.'W,478
planus, organs, etc., $11,- ")(l7,!i:tl ; furs, .f'.l.OM ,i::i8
seats, berths
and stiiterooniH, $8,48'i,014 : motion pic
ture films, loused, $0,008,108 ; perfumes, cosmetics und medical articles,
?."i,8ot 1,708; sporting goods, elc. $4,'JS.V
872; playing enrds, .f2,(HK,!41 ; chewing
gum, !fl,:2,li7; toilet soups, .$2,22:i,- 7711; bowling alleys, pool tind billiard
tallies, $2;HU,Ofi2.
$jr.-,lS,-l!-

;

;

A Hot Letter from

a Pipe Smoker
Forest City Live Stock and Fair Co.,
North Randall, Ohio,
1050 Leader-New- s
Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Larus & Brother Co., Richmond, Va.
Gentlemen:
I am more than surprised to discover that you are advertising Edge-worand are offering to give some of
it away.
It has never been my policy to advise other people concerning their,
business, aa I have had enough to do'
to take care of my own affairs. But if
I manufactured Edgeworth, I would
see all the smokers in the world dead
and buried before I would give away
as much as a pinch of it.
Three years ago my dentist heard
me complaining because I could get no
pipe tobacco that was worth a cent a
carload. He immediately introduced
Edgeworth. If I had a million dollars
I would be almost willing to
give half the
sum for what he
th

did for me.
Edgeworth and

nothing else.
And it has the

Country Child's Chance in Education
One-Ha- lf
That of City Child.

chance for the start in life that hinges on edu
of that oll'ered the city child.
The country boy
cation is just
lf
the school efficiency, less than
and girl are worrying along with
half the supervision und not quite half the efficient administration of his

Jar-to-

t
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Since that time
I have smoked.

The country

per Pipe Runs From It to the

BEST IN
LumpielB

U tor

In I). 8. at Oemer price.
EASTERN
reluriKil our eipenw.
YELLOW
FRONT, L5S3

up with (Slip

Do more than you are paid
Some dny vou will collect.

Trade Between United States and Latin

walls.
Apply ciinlns properly and use
Ihem only when necessary.

ANPXUUtl
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he the end of democracy.

Write
Mall.

where

Freshen a Heavy Skin
With the antiseptic, fascinating Cutl- cura Talcum l'owder, an exquisitely
scented convenient, economical face,
skin, baby and dusting powder and
perfume. Renders other perfumes su
perfluous. One of the Cutlcura Toilet
Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Ad
vertisement.

Huston

H Jl

SHOES REPAIRED

me and says he's sorry and unwraps
package done up to look like a pair
f shoes and says, 'What we need now
is a corkscrew,' I'm not adamant,
sir, and In such circumstances I hope I
never will he."
Birmingham Age- Herald.

midden

don't use too much.
Avoid ruts uiiil tiuve the side

V

will

Bl,

Yes." said Mr. Twohhle. "1 couldn't
resist the spirit in which bis apology
was offered. When a iiian comes to

democratic group to earn his living and to win bis economic; independence,
tt'e must still make it possible for the poor boy and the poor girl to climb
upward economically as a result of his honest efforts under conditions recognized by the laws of a democratic people. If we do not, then we must
make up our minds that classes and castes will grow and that across theii
lines it will not be possible for individuals and citizens to move. That

HI

ALWAYS

ping.'

any improvement.

Tire Economics.

stops, quick
starts and skidding.
Keep the f rout wheels In align-

)i

but, it has not

Ft

TriE COLE
HOME Or
THE

Melted.
So you have iniicle

ii

as

T

;

This Shows the Complete Device as It
Appears When Mounted.

Needed.

f

been ihe important phase of the political problem
until our number grew so great as to make necessary a wider and more
intense recognition of the authority of the government.
The new social problem is to preserve that spirit of democracy, that
spirit of equality of individuals, which marks the frontiersman. Tho
newcomer in a frontier community was not asked where he came from or
The password of his admission was, "What can
who his ancestors were.
We
iiiusi prevent the establishment of caste.
you do?"
economic
new
The
problem is so to conserve and utilize the resources
that, remain as to keep open to every individual in this democracy equality
If democracy is to conof opportunity in the roml'to economic riiccjhs.
newcomer into our
individual
make
for
we
it
must
possible
every
tinue,

ning;

SWAMP-ROO-

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to b(
lothing else but kidney trouble, or the
.esult of kidney or bladder disease.
If. the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a physician's preobtained
scription,
at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
(!et a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
mpie bottle. V hen writini be sure and
mention this

dif-lict-

The
is being widely used by society lolk lor beach parties, week wills to the iiionnliiliiH mill country, anil for transcontinental tours.
The
shown In lie photograph Is the folding type, conbeds, with springs and niutlrcsss, kitchenette, Ice box,
taining two
witter tank, supply hih! clothes closets.
It accommodates four adtills, wllh room fur rhrldren, chair and oilier
cmnp supplies. It ciiii he utlucheil as a trailer bclilnil any automobile.

NEED

Officials Are Destroying

Weak-Knee- d

the Local
Ry

.1.

I'OSTKK SYMKS,

Self-Governmen- ts.

U. S.

District Attorney for Colorado.

One docs not have to be connected with the legal department of the
United States government for a great length of time to be impressed with
the extent of federal jurisdiction and the powers exercised from Washington over the health, safety, business and morals of the average citizen
Frightened cttiens are too wont to call for outside help, not only to
preserve law and order, but to regulate the habits of their fellowmen to
If the village constable will not maintain order, it
the utmost degree.
inevitably follows that the state and national government will, and when
this happens, the authority of the smaller political units is permanently
crippled. Federal power should be called upon only after all other means
have been exhausted.
Week-knee-

d

ffoverinnent.

leaving them

local officials are causing this destruction of local self
is going on todav. bv shirking their public duties and
the authorities of the larger jurisdiction to perform.

which
for

same flavor today that it had
the first time I
smoked it.
I

have told a

thousand friends
about it and
they are now
all Edgeworth devotees. Pipe smokers
who come to my house go "daffy"
over my Edgeworth. Hence I canhot
understand why you have to give any
of it away.
Very truly yours,
(signed) H. J. Kline,
Secretary Forest City Live Stock and

Fair

Co.,

General Manager The Forest City
Fair, Secretary The Grand Circuit.
Mr. Kline has expressed surprise
that we give Edgeworth away. Yet
until a friend gave him some, he knew
nothing about its quality.
There are still thousands of
to whom Edgeworth is an
unknown quantity. That's why we
offer samples to anyone w illing to buy
a postcard to send for them.
It's good business for us to let men
unfamiliar with Edgeworth smoke it.
If these samples didn't make regular,
happy, and often enthusiastic smokers of Edgeworth, we would stop offering them.
The above letter came to us from
Mr. Kline seven years ago. We wrote
to learn if he still held the same high
opinion of Edgeworth.- He replied:
Trojan Laundry Company,
rs

Flint,

Mich.

Gentlemen:
My opinion of Edgeworth has not
changed, for the very good reason that
Edgeworth is still the same. I would
make my endorsement stronger than
ever if I knew how to do it.
Very truly yours,
(signed) H. J. Kline,
&
Ass't Sec'y Treas. Trojan Laundry
Co.
Our offer to send samples of both
Edgeworth Plug Slice and Ready-Rubbto any man sending for there
is still open.
Both kinds pack so nicely that they
burn freely and evenly to the bottom
of the pipe.
For free samples, address Larus &
Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
If
your jobber cannot supply you with
&
ComLarus
Brother
Edgeworth,
pany will gladly send you prepaid by
carton
parcel post a one- - or
af any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
for the same price you
vould pay the jobber.

Big Armament Delegations.
officials
Washington. Washington
legnn lo get an idea of the magnitude
:if the armament ami far eastern conferences in point of number of partici
repants. The Hellish government,
sponding to informal Inquiries, uilvised
lie Slate Icpii
that its delegation and accompanying
staff, would
number about 100 persons. The Chinese government, several days ago, in- 'onned officials here that lis representatives und their attendants probably
would total almost 100.
The Japan's?' party, originally fixed ut 80 persons, it was learned today now bus
grown to at least l."0 persons. It is understood here that a special steamship
and two special railroad trains will be
used for the transportation of (his
Japanese delegation, which, at this
time, promises to lie the most numerous of any taking part in the

"Fate" Film is Censored.
Los Angeles. Action to clamp an
censorship on motion picture exhibitions In Los Angeles was
taken by unanimous vote of the city
council when the showing of "Kate,"
a production
in which Clara Smith
is starring, was ordered stopped and t lie city prosecutor
was ordered to enforce rigidly all city
ordinances regulating the censoring of
lilnis In Los Angeles.
iioii-boii-

Hiinion-tiorniii-

n

Parrot Is Park Policeman.
Chicago. "Yokel," a parrot, whose,
former owner conducted a saloon In
the Maxwell street district, and was
turned adrift when the saloon went
out of business, bus found u new Job.
Policeman Peter Schueffer found the
bird usleep In a tree near Wilmette.
The policeman decided to take the
bird to Hip police station. On the way
to the station the policeman was treated to sundry
original observations,
such as:
"it Is 1 o'clock, boys. Close the saloon."
"It's morning now. Ootta get up."
"Such shocking conduct."
After a consultation at the police
station, it was decided to turn the
bird's talent to good use. So "Yokel"
was given a job as park censor at Wilmette.
"He niiike.s the best kind of a sparrow cop," says Policeman Schaeffer.
"He gets out on a limb in the park
and starts shouting :
"'Ten o'clock! Step your spooning
now and go on home !' und most of the
couples go w ithout stopping to see who
is doing the talking."

ed

two-doz-

Ready-Rubb-

ed

Burnt Children for Revenge.
Medford, Wis. Charged with setting fire to the barn at her farmhouse near Dublin, in which her child
and two stepchildren were burned to
death, Mrs. John Kosclelny entered a
plea of guilty when arraigned here at
a preliminary
hearing. When que
.tioned by District Attorney Anderson
as to her motive in burning the children, Mrs. Kosclelny replied that she
wanted to get revenge on her husband
(or alleged brutal treatment.

THE CUERVO CLIPPER.
TAKING TOO "LOUD" PATTERNS

LATE VARIETIES OF

KEEP ACCURATE

FRUITS FOR DRYING

CASH ACCOUNTS
Apples Should Be Reasonably
Mature but Not Soft.

Farm Household Records Valuable

as Supplement to General
Farm Business.

IMPORTANT

AID

TO

ECONOMY

First Step Toward Saving Usually Lies
In Finding Out Where
Unnecessary
Expenses Are Incurred Two
Good Methods.

the

United States Departof Agriculture.)
expenses on the farm
are very Intimately connected with
I he business
of the farm Itself. The
farm normally supplies much material
which
otherwise would become a
household expense. The household, In
turn very often furnishes board for
farm labor, which would otherwise be
a farm expense.
Merely from the
standpoint of keeping track of household expenses as related to the farm
business, household accounts are desirable and should serve to supplement and round out farm accounts.
But the value of household accounts
joes beyond this. Such accounts are
an Important aid to economy. A dollar saved is a dollar made, and the
first step toward the saving usually
lies In finding out where unnecessary
This can be
expenses are Incurred.
determined only by keeping enreful
records of expenses for the whole year.
Methods of Keeping Records.
There are two general methods of
exkeeping a record of household
penditures. One Is to record the purchases or money paid out, without
classifying the expenditures. The other is to classify when the record Is
(Prepared

by
ment

Household

made.

The first method Is very simple, requires no special form, and gives all
necessary Information regarding ex- -
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not
are
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soft, according
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going
thought
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for
fabrics
avoid bruising, as bruised spots be- large figured drapery
in ri for houses this season.
dollies
come discolored and must be trimmed
There are some designs 1 will not let
Srma
off to make an attractive product. Apthein have, though, for such purposes."
Mini
ples discolor rapidly.
Preparations,
lie showed a chintz
patherefore, must tbe made to get the terned with red andenormously farm
yellow
as
Into
the
product
evaporator
rapidly
eenes. "That, for instance,' he add
as possible after It Is pared. If a num"one of them was determined to
ed,
ber of people are doing this work, this
.... IDm,Hvfnr
dress herself In, but I said positively
may be accomplished by dividing the that she couldn't."
Darr-AoI.euder.
Pittsburgh
Constipation and
paring, coring and spreading on trays,
anon-.---- so that an apple spends only two or
The Coming Contest.
three minutes ou the way from the
"I see your town is going to vote
resulting ihereftwiill!?0
paring knife to the drier.
of Issuing bonds for
on the
If only one person is working, drop a water question
fat Simile SinJ,01
works system," said a guest.
the pared fruit either into cold water
'What do you anticipate Will be the
or Into a salt solution made by dis- outcome''"
Sell f1
II
solving one tablespoonful of ftalt In
landlord
"Hard to tell,"
the
111
"VIIHIV
four quarts of water. Do not allow of the tavern atreplied
km
Tunilinvllle, Ark.
the fruit to stand in the water any "The
young people are mostly for It,
mm.
longer than Is necessary, because the mid the folks that have traveled und
water will dissolve the sugar und oth- like to show
off, and the newcomers
er valuable elements and the apple
from the North, and so ou. But the
will absorb water, which will necessl-- '
are unanimously agin it.
tate longer drying in the evaporator.
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
They say they've never gone swimmin'
and
the
trim
Carefully pare
product in a house yet and It's too lale now
to remove all discolored places. When to
learn old dogs new tricks, and, any
a paring and coring machine Is used,
how,
they're opposed to paying for the
Interrupted Profit.
the apples, before being placed In It,
"I understand there Is oil In the
of going Into (Jodnliiiighty's
should be worked over with a knlfa privilege
free water. So It looks like a stand- - neighborhood of Crimson (illicit."
to remove all discolored spots.
tT." Kansas City Star.
"There Is," replied Cactus Joe. "Hut
Care should be taken when slicing
It whs mismanaged. They Insisted mi
by hand to make the slices as nearly
Vanity of the Sex.
tryin' to net it out in paying tpiuntl
the same thickness as possible.
Hubby We've certainly got a house- ties Instead of goin ou forever sellin'
inch is the
to
stock."
ful of flies.
best thickness. Apples may be quarYes, and I think they're all
Wlfey
do
but
or
tered
cut into eighths,
they
Setting-UDrill,
females, too.
not dry so uniformly or so quickly as
What makes you think
"Iion't you think I ouslit tn exlie
llubliy
the sliced rings. The rings may be
ercise my mind more 7" She "Yes!
hat?
blanched In hot water or not as deWlfey
Why, they all settle on the Why not take it outside?" Cartoons
sired. Spread the rings In a single mirrors.
Magazine.
layer on trays and place either In the
sun or in a warm drier. Apples when
drying should be covered with muslin
or mosquito netting to prevent insect
Infestation. A few mlnules' exposure
will often cause the product to be
Infested.
Dried apples that are brown or chocolate colored from the discoloration
resulting from drying without blanching
possess as high nutritive value and
often have a better flavor than the
more attractive-lookinblanched products.
Dried apples will not be brittle when
finished, but If a handful of the pieces
are pressed together they will feel elas
tic and springy and will separate
promptly when released, leaving no
Dr.
moisture on the hands. When one of
the pieces Is broken In two, It should
offer it at
not be possible to press moisture out
12-o- z.
e
of
for
25c.
large-sizof the center.
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Children Cry For
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Special Care of Baby.
That Baby should have a bed of its own all are agreed. Yet it
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists ?n children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared witL jven greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is loo often
disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infants and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. Ho Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up- s.
MOTHERS SHOULD

HEAD

GENUINE

,T-i-T
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COMPANY.

Knew What He Wat Doing.
Photoplay Writer "llul look here!
This character is supposed to be a
very homely iniin. and ynu have cast
for that part the lianilsniiiest man In
your company." hired or " Hi. he'll
he homely enough when the enmern
mini mid the developer net through
with him. You see, hew engaged to
the star, und holh of those hoys are in
love with her." Film Kurt.

NIW YORK CITY.

So

Two

Considerate.

pilfers sliced their drives

them.

"1 hope I'm not Interrupting
you,
gentlemen," she said sweetly, "hut
It's n wise mil n who knows how to would It he (heating If I told you
live on his wife's relations.
where they lire?"

The Great Purchasing Power of

f

Accounts

Take Only a Few Minutes
Each Day.

penditures. At the end of the month
or at the end of the year the total expenditures may be quickly added up.
In order, however to know the totals
for each kind or class It will be nec
essary to make up a monthly summary, In which the Items will be distributed In different columns by
classes.
This extra work at the end
of each month (or at the end of the
year) may cause discouragement and
neglect of classification, with the result that the greatest good that could
be derived from the records Is not realized.

Under the second method, in addition to being entered all together In
one column, the items are classified In
separate columns.

This

method has

Price's Baking Powder with Phosphate instead of Cream of
By making
we
are
enabled
to
a surprisingly low price. You now pay only
Tartar,
can this pure and wholesome baking powder.
the

JIoweMd e
Quesfonr

A Gift from Your Grocer

Once a year every cellar should be
whitewashed to sweeten It.

the same advantages as the first method and the additional
advantage of
allowing for the distribution of items
of expenditure to the proper classes
without the inconvenience of turning
to some other page. The distribution
may be left to moments of leisure If
the housewife Is busy at the time the
entry is made. When the page is filled
the next page is begun, the top line
next to the heading being reserved for
the total carried forward from the
The items may be
preceding page.
totaled at the end of the month and

Old tins with rnncld water In them
are famous mosquito breeders,

these totals carried to the summary
page at the end of the book.
Kind of Account Book to Use.
The kind of book to use Is not Important. An ordinary blank daybook
or ledger book with a stiff cover may
be bought at a reasonable price. If
the vertical rulings in the book do not
serve the purpose others may be Inserted with a pen or pencil. A blank
book, with a stiff, pressed paper cover,
12 inches long and 7 lnohes wide, with
34 spaces for Items and containing
48
pages, is excellent for the purpose and
sells at retail for 25 cents. With vertical ruling and headings Inserted it
serves the purpose admirably. In order to eliminate the necessity of writing the headings on each page, the
tops of a number of pages may be
cut off, allowing one set of headings
o serve for all pages.
Accounts are sometimes kept In a
book having small pages, but a small
page Is soon filled, is often crowded,
and the information is scattered over
too many for convenience In recording
and studying the expenditures.
Farmers' Bulletin No. 064, "Farm
Household Accounts," gives full directions
keeping such accounts, and
In It are to be found sample pages of
different methods In use with classifications of expenditures. This may be
had without cost, by application to the
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

A whlskbrootn
cleaning woodwork
from corners.

f-i-r

Serviceable Petticoats.
Nightgown bottoms make

petticoats

An opportunity cannot last forever, and so we say, go to your Grocer today and
receive free a copy of the New Dr. Price Cook Book with your purchase of

Dr. PRICE'S

Spinach with carrot balls Is an at
tractive and wholesome mixture.

Phosphate Baking Powder

If pies are brushed with milk before baking they will turn a delicate
brown.

25c
only
For a

Keep honey In the dark. If exposed to the light it will quickly
granulate.
Is

very handy

large size can, 12 oz.

for

and removing dirt

is dingy It can be
brightened by washing It with wntel
tn which a little borax hns been

If your oilcloth

If grease Is dropped on the kitchen
floor put soda on It, then pour boiling water on, and the spot will come
out easily.
handy article about the kitchen
spoon such as Is
used at the soda fountain for lee
cream sodas.

Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder and this Cook Book, a new joy will
come into the home wholesome baking, economical baking, easy baking.
Recipes for every occasion, breakfast, lunch, dinner. New hints, new delights,
all are included.

With

Just one of the Recipes from this New Coo Book:

LUNCHEON OR SANDWICH ROLLS

A

Is a

d

The kitchen floor Is best covered
with linoleum, cemented to the floor
to prevent It from buckling and to
make It waterproof.

If children's light or white suits become faded or strenked It Is a good
Idea to dye them some darker color
suitable for play clothes.
Snap dress shields Instead of sewing them In. Place a snap on each
end of the Rhteld and one in the
middle. It keeps them where they
belong.
White of egg Is nourishing and
should be given freely to Invalids.
Beat it slightly and add to tea or
coffee; or it may be stirred into any
kind of farinaceous food just before
serving.

1
tablespoon shortening
cupi flour
teaspoon salt
cups milk
6 teaspoons Dr. Price's Baking Powder
Sift together flour, salt and baking powder; rub in shortening; add milk, and mix with
spoon to smooth dough easy to handle on floured board. Turn out dough; knead quickly
a few times to impart smoothness; divide into small pieces; form earh by hand into
short, rather thick tapering rolls; place on greased pans and allow to stand in warm
place 15 to 20 minutes; brush with milk. Bake in very hot oven. When almost baked
brush again with melted butter. Rake 10 minutes longer and serve hot. If a glazed
finish is desired, before taking from oven brush over with yolk of egg which has been
mixed with a little cold water.
These rolls make excellent sandwiches, using for fillings either lettuce and mavonnaise,
sliced or chopped ham, chopped seasoned cucumbers, egg and mayonnaise with a very
little chopped onion and parsley, or other filling desired.
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1

Dr. Price's Baking Powder is guaranteed to contain no alum. It
d
wholesome
baking powder you can buy!
low-price-

On Sale

Into

the rough mid went In nimi'cIi of the
halls. They sean hi'il for a long time
without success, u dear old holy watch,
lug t In 'in wllh kindly ami sympathetic
eyes.
At last, after the search had proceeded for half an hour, she spoke to

at all Grocers
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school

HE look natural?"

f

"HAS IT got a tall?"

LIGHT upthea Chesterfield and

"A GREAT rowmblance."

goodness of those
fine Turkish and Domestic tobaccos in that wonderful Chesterfield blend. Taste that flavor!
Sniff thut aroma! You'll register "They Satisfy." You can't
help it.

AND THAT lust ono.
MADE ME sore.
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